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Abstract
The goal of this thesis is to study metric measure spaces equipped with a dou-
bling measure and supporting a Poincare´ inequality, in terms of graph approx-
imations. We show that a metric measure space is equipped with a doubling
measure supporting a p-Poincare´ inequality if and only if it can be approxi-
mated in the pointed measured Gromov-Hausdorff sense by a sequence of graphs
equipped with doubling measures and supporting a discrete graph version of
a p-Poincare´ inequality, with the doubling and Poincare´ constants uniformly
bounded. We also show that given such a metric measure space, the upper
gradient energy on the space is comparable to the weak limit of energies on the
approximating graphs. This is in contrast to the approach taken by those who
study geometric analysis on fractal spaces, where the energy on the fractal is
a weak limit of energies on approximating graphs, but this limit energy need
not correspond to energies that come from an upper gradient structure on the
fractal space.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A motivation for the study of analysis in metric measure spaces was to explore
what results from classical Euclidean analysis could be applied to more abstract
metric measure spaces. A suitable setting for traditional geometric function
theory on these spaces is the analysis of doubling metric measure spaces sup-
porting a Poincare´ inequality. The study of abstract first-order Sobolev spaces
has expanded this field to include function theory, first-order partial differential
equations, and calculus on these classes of spaces.
In order to do the proper analysis in this context, the need for a replacement
of the gradient in the Euclidean sense became apparent. This was introduced in
[HK98] by Heinonen and Koskela as the upper gradient. The upper gradient is
motivated by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, and gives a similar notion
of the infinitesimal nature of a function that the traditional gradient does in
Euclidean spaces. In fact, the upper gradient serves as a type of replacement for
|∇u| in the traditional setting. Using these upper gradients, it is now possible to
define a class of spaces whose functions can be related to their upper gradients
in terms of the measure imposed on a metric measure space. We say that
a metric measure space (X, d, µ) supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality if the
average oscillation, or variance, of every function u on any ball B is controlled
by the average p-energy of its upper gradients on a slightly enlarged ball.
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It is well known that a doubling metric space which also supports some type
of Poincare´ inequality enjoys many useful properties such as connectedness,
various Sobolev-Poincare´ inequalities, and first-order calculus theorems. We
will discuss some of these properties in the dissertation; [Hei01] and [HKST15]
provide many other examples. However, it is often the case that when presented
with an arbitrary metric measure space (X, dX , µ), verifying that it satisfies a
Poincare´-type inequality is difficult. In this dissertation a method of discretizing
a metric measure space that is doubling and supports a Poincare´-type inequality
will be presented. This method will ensure that the discretized space will (1)
retain the doubling property and (2) support its own Poincare´-type inequality.
This leads us to the first main theorem of this dissertation:
Theorem 1.0.1. Let (X, dX , µ) be a complete doubling metric measure space
that supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality. Then any discretized space (V, dV ,m),
constructed from (X, dX , µ) in the manner given in Section 3.1, is also doubling
and supports a discrete (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality with data quantitatively de-
rived from the data of (X, dX , µ).
The notion of a discrete Poincare´ inequality will be addressed in Section 3.1.
This theorem transforms the possibly difficult problem of verifying the doubling
and Poincare´ properties into a problem that is more computationally feasible.
The method of discretization has been well studied in the area of analysis on
metric measure spaces. L. Ambrosio, M. Colombo, and S. Di Marino used an
analog of dyadic cubes, introduced by M. Christ, to study the theory of Sobolev
spaces on metric measure spaces (see [ACDM12] and [Chr90]). This approach to
studying metric measure spaces follows the work of R. R. Coifman and G.Weiss
(see [CW71]). The method used in this dissertation may appear analogous to
a method used by P. Herman, R. Peirone, and R. Strichartz to study p-energy
on the Sierpinski gasket in [HPS04], or the setting of the harmonic Sierpinski
gasket discussed in [Kaj12] by N. Kajino. However, this is not the case since the
energy forms that are used in those sources may not be comparable to upper
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gradient energy, which is the form discussed in this dissertation.
It is natural to ask about the relation between these graphs supporting dis-
crete Poincare´ inequalities and the geometry of the initial space (X, d, µ) and
its traditional Poincare´ inequality. This leads us to the second main theorem of
the dissertation, in which we show that a given sequence of discretizations that
display a few nontrivial properties can be used to verify that (X, d, µ) supports
a Poincare´ inequality. Thus, we provide a necessary and sufficient condition
for X to support a Poincare´ inequality. For i ∈ N, the map ni : Vi → X is
the natural embedding associated with the construction of Vi from a maximal
-separated set from X with the property that for every z ∈ Vi, and for every
j ∈ N, there exists a unique w ∈ Vi+j such that ni+j(w) = ni(z). With this in
mind, we now provide the discussed condition:
Theorem 1.0.2. Let (X, d, µ) be a complete doubling metric measure space.
Then (X, d, µ) supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality if and only if there exists a
nested embedded sequence of graphs (Vi, dVi ,mi) into X such that:
(1) The Hausdorff distance, dH(ni(Vi), X) = Hi, is finite for all i ≥ 0 and
Hi → 0 as i→∞.
(2) There is a constant L > 1 such that for all i ≥ 0 and all x, y ∈ Vi,
1
L
d(ni(x), ni(y)) ≤ dVi(x, y) ≤ Ld(ni(x), ni(y))
.
(3) There is a constant K > 1 such that for all i ≥ 0, all r > Hi and x ∈ Vi
1
K
≤ mi(BVi(x, r))
µ(BX(x, r))
≤ K.
(4) (Vi, dVi ,mi) are all doubling metric measure spaces with uniform doubling
constant.
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(5) (Vi, dVi ,mi) all support a (1,p)-Poicare´ inequality with uniform data.
The last main result of the thesis includes applications to fields of mathe-
matics that differ from the background of Theorems 1.0.1 and 1.0.2. The last
theorem that we prove focuses on comparing the total p-energy of a function f
on a metric measure space (X, d, µ) to discrete energy forms on a sequence of
discretizations (Vi, di,mi). These discrete energy forms are called the Korevaar-
Schoen energy forms, E,p, and are defined in Section 2.8. The study of p-energy
is used in many fields of mathematics including calculus of variations and po-
tential theory. The inspiration for this theorem came from the study of post-
critically finite fractals. This area of research has developed immensely over
the last two decades under various researchers, but most notably Kigami, Ku-
magai, and Strichartz. The difficulty in much of their research is that these
fractal spaces often do not contain a sufficient quantity of non-constant rectifi-
able curves to support a Poincare´ inequality. However, using limits of discrete
energy forms provides a way to construct Dirichlet forms on such fractals.
We again note that the discrete energy forms that we use are those of upper
gradient energies, which may not be comparable to the energy forms used in
[HPS04]. In this setting, if the Dirichlet form is strongly local and supports
a Poincare´ inequality, then the Dirichlet energy takes on the role of an upper
gradient, and there is a corresponding Sobolev space on which we may do
analysis.
Below is the statement of the last main theorem in this dissertation.
Theorem 1.0.3. Suppose that (X, dX , µ) is a metric measure space with µ a
doubling measure, and X supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality with p ≥ 1. Let
f : X → R be Lipschitz, and for each  > 0 define f˜ : V → R as f˜ := f |V,
where V is constructed as in Section 3.1. Then there is exists some constant,
C that depends only on the doubling constant of µ and the data of the Poincare´
inequality such that the following two inequalities hold:
4
1. lim sup→0E,p(f˜) ≤ C
∫
X(Lip(f))
p dµ.
2. lim inf→0E,p(f˜) ≥ 1C
∫
X(Lip(f))
p dµ,
where Lip f is the pointwise Lipschitz constant function as in Definition 2.5.7.
This theorem provides a possible method to connect analysis involving p-
harmonic functions on graphs, post-critically finite fractal spaces, and doubling
metric measure space that supports a Poincare´ inequality. This work is directly
related to work by Holopainen and Soardi in [HS97a] and [HS97b].
5
Chapter 2
Preliminary Material
In this chapter, we provide the basic tools and background knowledge that is
used in the proofs of our main results.
2.1. Measure theory and metric spaces
Definition 2.1.1. For a given x ∈ X and r > 0, the set
B(x, r) := {y ∈ X| d(x, y) < r}
will often be called the (open) metric ball centered at x with radius r.
Similarly the set B(x, r) := {y ∈ X| d(x, y) ≤ r} is called the closed metric
ball centered at x with radius r. In each case, x is the center of the metric ball,
and r is the radius. In general, it may be the case that the closed metric ball is
larger than the topological closure of the open metric ball with the same center
and radius. When the center and radius are clear from context, the notation
B and B will be used for the open and closed ball respectively. It is assumed
that the reader is familiar with basic topological results such as compactness
and completeness. A metric space, (X, d), is said to be separable if X has a
countable dense subset.
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It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic theory of measurability.
However, some definitions follow to emphasize the context of this dissertation.
Any set that is a member of the smallest σ−algebra containing the open sets
of X is called a Borel set. We say that µ is a Borel measure on X if all Borel
sets are µ-measurable. Furthermore, a Borel measure is called a Borel regular
measure if every subset of X is contained within a Borel set of equal µ-measure.
If µ(B) > 0 for all balls B ⊂ X, then µ is said to be nontrivial. If every point of
X has a neighborhood of finite µ-measure, then we say that µ is locally finite.
Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we will always assume that a measure is a
nontrivial locally finite Borel regular measure.
Definition 2.1.2. We say that (X, d, µ) is a metric measure space if (X, d) is a
metric space and if µ is a nontrivial locally finite Borel regular measure on X.
Definition 2.1.3. If every open ball in (X, d) has positive and finite µ-measure
and there exists a constant C ≥ 1 such that for each x ∈ X and r > 0,
µ(B(x, 2r)) ≤ Cµ(B(x, r)), (2.1.1)
then µ is said to be a doubling measure.
The smallest constant that the above inequality holds for is called the dou-
bling constant and is usually denoted Cµ. If µ is supported on X, and in
addition, it is known that µ is doubling then X is necessarily separable. For a
discussion of this fact, see [Hei01]. All of the main results in this dissertation
are for metric measure spaces that have doubling measures. However, we will
not explicitly assume that every metric measure space has a doubling measure
in the statement of certain definitions and theorems as a way to make clear
which results depend upon the doubling constant of µ. Certain results from
Euclidean analysis follow through to the metric measure setting when we add
the assumption that µ is a doubling measure. For example, the Vitali covering
theorem is valid on (X, d, µ) in the doubling measure case (see Appendix section
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A.1.1). The Lebesgue differentiation theorem holds for doubling spaces as well
(see A.2.1). This result is due to the reliance of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal
inequality on the doubling property of the measure.
Examples of doubling spaces. The Euclidean spaces, (Rn, dn,Ln), where
n ∈ N, are always doubling spaces, dn is given by the Euclidean distance func-
tion, and Ln is the appropriate Lebesgue measure. Although there are many
instances where a metric measure space is not complete but does supports a dou-
bling measure, we will always assume that any metric measure space (X, d, µ)
is complete. While this may seem to be an overly restrictive requirement for X,
it actually is not for our purposes. It is known that if a locally complete metric
measure space is doubling, the completion of the metric measure space, with
the measure extended by zero, is also a doubling measure space (see [AS05]).
We will discuss this further after we have introduced Gromov-Hausdorff con-
vergence in Section 2.11.
An -separated set,  > 0, in a metric space (X, d), is a set A ⊂ X such that
for any a1, a2 ∈ A, d(a1, a2) ≥ . We say that A is maximal if for any x ∈ X\A
we have that d(x,A) ≤ . We see that such a maximal -separated set exists
for any metric measure space X through the use of Zorn’s lemma (see appendix
of [Rud87] for the statement of Zorn’s Lemma). Let P be the collection of all
-separated subsets of (X, d), partially ordered by inclusion. Since any single
point subset of X is by definition an -separated subset of X, then P is non-
empty. Let I1 ⊂ I2 ⊂ . . . be a nonempty chain in P, and define I as the union
of all the steps of this chain. We claim that I ∈ P. If I is a one point set,
then it is clear that I = I1. Thus, we will assume that |I| > 2. Let x and y
be two distinct points of I. Then x ∈ Ii and y ∈ Ij for some i, j ∈ N. Since
the chain is totally ordered, either Ii ⊂ Ij or Ij ⊂ Ii. Thus, either x ∈ Ij or
y ∈ Ii. In whichever case is true, we see that d(x, y) ≥  since both Ii and Ij
are -separated subsets. Thus I is an -separated subset of X, and I ∈ P. By
Zorn’s lemma, there exists a maximal element in P.
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Definition 2.1.4. A metric space (X, d) is said to be doubling with constant
N , where N ∈ N, if for each open ball B(x, r), every r2 -separated subset has at
most N points.
Often times, X is said to be doubling, with no mention of the constant
N . If (X, d, µ) is a doubling metric measure space, then X is also doubling
with a constant C4µ. To see this, let B(x, r) be given, and let A be a
r
2 -
separated subset of B(x, r). If A has k points, a1, a2, . . . , ak, then note that
the balls {B(ai, r/4)}i=1,2,...,k are pairwise disjoint. Also, we notice that for any
1 ≤ i ≤ k, that B(ai, r4) ⊂ B(x, 2r) ⊂ B(ai, 8 · r2) = B(ai, 4r). Then we see
that,
kµ(B(x, 2r)) ≤
k∑
i=1
C3µµ(B(ai, r/2)) ≤ C4µ
k∑
i=1
µ(B(ai, r/4)) ≤ C4µµ(B(x, 2r)).
Thus, k ≤ C4µ when µ is locally finite. The assumption that µ is nontrivial
also implies that k must be a finite number. Since k infinite would imply that
µ(B(x, 2r)) is infinite, which contradicts our assumption of µ being locally finite.
We will often use the fact that a doubling metric measure space is doubling
without direct mention of this fact. This doubling property also implies that if
X is covered by a distinct set of metric balls of equal radius, and whose centers
are at least  apart for some  > 0, then any point, x ∈ X may only be in
at most C4µ distinct metric balls. This bounded overlap property is used often
throughout this dissertation. Coifman and Weiss (see [CW71]) did much of the
initial work of verifying properties of doubling spaces as related to harmonic
analysis.
It is not true that a doubling space necessarily has a doubling measure.
However, J. Luukkainen and E. Saksman showed that every complete doubling
metric space carries a doubling measure (see [LS98]). Also, Saksman showed
that every metric space without isolated points has a dense subset that does
not carry a doubling measure (see [Sak99]). We will see in Section 2.11 of this
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paper that having the doubling property on the measure µ is vital to verifying
pointed-measured Gromov-Hausdorff convergence of sequences of discretized
metric measure spaces.
One of the properties of working in the context of a doubling space is that
every doubling space X is separable. Thus, by the above, if (X, d, µ) has a
doubling measure, then the space must also be separable. Since we assume
that (X, d, µ) is a complete space, then having a doubling measure would also
imply that it is proper. That is, all closed balls in X are compact. The proof
of this fact is similar to the standard proof of the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem
(see p. 15 in [Fol99]).
For a given metric measure space (X, d, µ), and measurable function f : X →
R, we will often have use of its average integral over a set W ⊂ X such that
µ(W ) 6= 0. We use two notations for the average integral interchangeably. We
define the average integral of f over W by
fW := −
∫
W
f dµ :=
1
µ(W )
∫
W
f dµ. (2.1.2)
Although it is traditional in analysis to consider a wide class of functions
from a metric measure space to a vector space, throughout this dissertation it
is often sufficient to use real-valued Lipschitz functions.
Given L ≥ 0 and metric space (X, d), a function f : X → R is said to be
L-Lipschitz if for all x, y ∈ X we have that
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ Ld(x, y). (2.1.3)
The constant L is referred to as a Lipschitz constant of f . On occasion, we
may refer to an L−Lipschitz map as Lipschitz when the constant is established,
clear from context, or irrelevant. We say that f is biLipschitz if its inverse map is
also Lipschitz. A 1-biLipschitz map is called an isometry. If f is a 1-biLipschitz
map, then it is referred to as an isometric embedding from X to R, and is a
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homeomorphism between X and f(X). Let X and Y be metric spaces. If
f : X → Y is a Lipschitz bijection whose inverse is also Lipschitz, we say that
f is a biLipschitz map between X and Y , and that X and Y are biLipschitz
equivalent. We say that f is locally Lipschitz if for every point in X, there
is a neighborhood of x such that the restriction of f to that neighborhood is
Lipschitz. It is clear that all Lipschitz functions are locally Lipschitz.
Throughout this dissertation, it will often prove useful to consider Lipschitz
functions instead of generalized smooth functions on a metric measure space.
We now will discuss some important tools related to Lipschitz functions, the
first of which is the McShane-Whitney extension lemma (See [McS34]).
Lemma 2.1.5. (McShane-Whitney). Let X = (X, d) be a metric space, let
A ⊂ X, and let f : A → R be an L-Lipschitz function. Then there exists an
L-Lipschitz function F : X → R such that F |A = f .
Proof. Clearly if A is an empty set, then we may extend any Lipschitz function
to satisfy the lemma. So, we will continue by assuming that A is non-empty.
We define a function F : X → R by
F (x) = inf{f(a) + Ld(a, x) : a ∈ A}.
First, for a given a ∈ A, note that x 7→ f(a) + Ld(x, a) is clearly L-Lipschitz.
We must now show that F is L-Lipschitz. Let a0 ∈ A be a fixed point. Then
we see that for any a ∈ A that by the triangle inequality and the fact that f is
L−Lipschitz that
f(a0)− Ld(a0, x) ≤ f(a) + Ld(a0, a)− Ld(a0, x) ≤ f(a) + Ld(x, a). (2.1.4)
Because of this, F (x) > −∞ for all x ∈ X. Then we see that for any x, y ∈ X
and  > 0 there exists ay ∈ A such that F (y) ≥ f(ay) +Ld(y, ay)− . Then we
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must have that F (x) ≤ f(ay) + Ld(x, ay) by definition. We see that
F (x)− F (y) ≤ f(ay) + Ld(x, ay)− f(ay)− Ld(y, ay) + 
= Ld(x, ay)− Ld(y, ay) + 
≤ Ld(x, y).
By symmetry F (y)− F (x) ≤ Ld(x, y) also. Finally, we show that F restricted
to A is agrees with f . Let a0 be a fixed point in A. Then by equation (2.1.4),
we see that f(a0) ≤ f(a) + Ld(a0, a) for all a ∈ A. Taking the infimum over
all a ∈ A on both sides shows that f(a0) ≤ F (a0). It is trivial to see that
F (a0) ≤ f(a0). Thus, F (a0) = f(a0).
2.2. Partitions of unity
Another tool for this dissertation is the method of partitions of unity. Partitions
of unity provide a method to transform a function that is only defined on a
discrete subset of X to a function defined on all of X in a natural manner.
Another important role of partitions of unity in this dissertation is the ability
to use “rough convolutions” on X. While the construction and definition for
partitions of unity can be presented in a more generalized manner (see [CW71],
[HK00], and [KS01]), we will only be using this method when presented with an
-separated subset of X for some  > 0. As such, we will restrict our discussion
of partitions of unity to this context.
Suppose that (X, d, µ) is a complete metric measure space and that µ is a
doubling measure. From the discussion earlier, X is separable. Let  > 0
be given, and let A ⊂ X be a maximally -separated subset of X. Since
X is separable, A is a countable subset of X. For every point ai ∈ A, let
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{Bi = B(ai, )} be a cover of X. Let ψi : A → R be defined as follows:
ψi(x) := min
{
1,
dX(x,X\B(ai, 2))

}
. (2.2.1)
For a given ai ∈ A we notice that if x ∈ B(ai, ), then ψi(x) = 1 and if
x /∈ B(ai, 2), then ψi(x) = 0.
Lemma 2.2.1. ψi is
1
 -Lipschitz.
Proof. Let x, y ∈ X be given.
Case 1: If there is an ai ∈ A such that x, y ∈ B(ai, ), then |ϕi(x)− ϕi(y)| =
1− 1 = 0. Similarly if x, y /∈ B(ai, 2), then |ϕi(x)− ϕi(y)| = 0.
Case 2: x ∈ B(ai, ) and y /∈ B(ai, 2). Then
|ϕi(x)− ϕi(y)| = 1− 0 = 1 = 1

 ≤ 1

d(x, y).
Case 3: x ∈ B(ai, ) and y ∈ B(ai, 2)\B(ai, ). First, suppose that d(x, y) ≥
. Then we see that
|ϕi(x)− ϕi(y)| = 1− d(y,X\B(ai, 2))

≤ 1 = 1

 ≤ 1

d(x, y).
If, d(x, y) < , then we note that
−d(y,X\B(ai, 2)) ≤ −(2−d(ai, y)) = d(ai, y)− ≤ d(ai, y)−d(ai, x) ≤ d(x, y).
By dividing by  throughout, we have our desired result.
Let ϕi : X → R be defined as follows:
ϕi(x) :=
ψi(x)∑
aj∈A
ψj(x)
. (2.2.2)
It is obvious from construction that both ψi and ϕi depend on , which is not
reflected in the notation. We note a few important properties of ϕi. First, we
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see that ϕi(x) = 0 if x /∈ B(ai, 2), and that
∑
i
ϕi ≡ 1. (2.2.3)
From the discussion of doubling spaces (see Definition 2.1.4), we know that for
any x ∈ X, x is in some ball B(ai, ), and ϕi(x) 6= 0 for at most C4µ such indices.
Lemma 2.2.2. ϕi is a Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant
C4µ
 .
Proof. To see this we notice that if x, y ∈ X then
|ϕi(x)− ϕi(y)| =
∣∣∣∣∣ ψi(x)∑aj∈A ψj(x) − ψi(y)∑ai∈A ψj(y)
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ψi(x)
∑
j ψj(y)− ψi(y)
∑
j ψj(x)∑
j ψj(x)
∑
j ψj(y)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ C
4
µ∑
j ψj(x)
∑
j ψj(y)
|ψi(x)− ψi(y)|.
From here we notice that
∑
j ψj(x) is at least of value 1, and that these sums
are finite, since there are at most C4µ indicies where ψj(x) is non-zero, and at
least one index where ψj(x) = 1. A similar notion can be made for
∑
j ψj(y).
Thus, the product of these two summations is bounded below by 1. Now, by
using the Lipschitz property of ψj , we conclude
|ϕi(x)− ϕi(y)| ≤
C4µ∑
j ψj(x)
∑
j ψj(y)
|ψi(x)− ψi(y)|
≤ C4µ |ψi(x)− ψi(y)|
≤ C
4
µ

d(x, y).
It is this collection {ϕi} we call a (Lipschitz) partition of unity relative to
the set A. We may use this partition to transform a function on the discrete
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set A to a function on the whole of X. Let f˜ : A → R be a function defined
only on the maximally -separated subset A, and let f : X → R be defined by
f(x) :=
∑
i
ϕi(x)f˜(ai). (2.2.4)
This function is well defined on all of X, but its restriction to A may not
be equal at any point to f˜ . If f˜ is a Lipschitz function, then so is f with a
Lipschitz constant that is dependent upon the Lipschitz constant of f˜ , , and
the doubling constant Cµ. If we let Bi = B(ai, ), so that fBi is the average of
f on the ball Bi. Then by using f˜(ai) := fBi in (2.2.4), we say that
f(x) :=
∑
i
ϕi(x)fBi (2.2.5)
is a discrete convolution.
2.3. Geodesic and length spaces
A curve in a metric space (X, d) is a continuous map γ : I → X where I ⊂ R is
an interval. This interval may be open, closed, half-open, or a single point. In
the case that γ(I) is a single point in X, then γ is said to be a constant curve.
If γ(I) is not a single point in X, then γ is said to be a nonconstant curve. For
ease of exposition, we will often write γ for γ(I) as an abuse of notation when
the context is clear. For a, b ∈ R and γ : [a, b] → X, we say that the length of
γ is the supremum of
k∑
i=1
d(γ(ti), γ(ti−1))
over all ti such that a = t0 < t1 < · · · < tk = b. If γ is defined on an open or
half-open interval, then we say its length is the supremum of the length of all
compact subcurves of γ. We usually denote the length of γ by length(γ). We
say that γ is rectifiable if length(γ) is finite, and non-rectifiable otherwise.
If (X, d) is a metric space such that the distance between every pair of points
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is equal to the infimum of the lengths of curves joining those points, then (X, d)
is called a length space. For example, R with the standard Euclidean distance
is a length space, as there is a curve between any two with the same length
as the distance between those points. This curve is the straight line segment
connecting the two points. Another example of a length space is R2\{(0, 0)}
with the standard Euclidean distance. Notice that the points (1, 0) and (−1, 0)
are of distance 2 away, but there is no curve joining those two points of length
2. However, there are curves joining these two points with length 2 +  for any
 > 0. To separate the former example from the latter, we say that (X, d) is a
geodesic space if for every pair of points in X, there is a curve that joins the
two points and whose length is equal to their distance. Such a curve is called a
geodesic. The above R example is a geodesic space, but R2\{(0, 0)} is not.
If there exists a constant L ≥ 1 such that for every pair of points x, y ∈ X
there is a curve γ that connects x to y such that length(γ) ≤ Ld(x, y), then X
is said to be L-quasiconvex . The smallest constant L for which the inequality
holds is called the quasiconvexity constant. We will see later in the dissertation
that quasiconvexity is an important tool for the proof of Theorem 1.0.1. For
example, a complete metric space with a doubling measure is quasiconvex if it
supports the yet to be defined notion of a Poincare´ inequality.
2.4. Graphs
Graphs will be used in this dissertation during the proof of each major theorem.
However, the notion of what we will call a graph may be different from the
definition that the reader is most accustomed. We say that a space G is a
graph if it is a pair of sets G = (V,E) comprised of a set, V , of vertices and
a set, E, of edges. The vertex set, V , is a set of points or nodes, but the set
of edges, E, consists of 2-element subsets of V . Therefore, every edge e ∈ E is
related to two distinct points in V . If u, v ∈ V , and e = {u, v} ∈ E, we often
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write the 2-element set as a set of pairs e = (u, v). G is said to be undirected
if the elements of E have no orientation. That is, if e = (u, v) = (v, u) for
all {u, v} ∈ E. We will only work with undirected graphs in this dissertation.
The degree of a vertex v ∈ V is given by the number of times v appears in
E. That is, the degree of a vertex v is equal to the number of elements in
{u ∈ V \{v} : (u, v) ∈ E}, and will be denoted deg(v).
Remark 2.4.1. Graphs may be equipped with a metric, dV , giving rise to the
metric space (V, dV ). This metric is only defined on the vertices, since the
set E only provides a relation for the points in V . The standard metric for a
graph is given by dV (u, v) = 1 if (u, v) ∈ E, and dV (u, v) = n if (u, v) /∈ E
and n is the smallest number of edges such that there is a chain of points,
u = u0, u1, u2, . . . , un = v, in V , with (ui, ui−1) ∈ E for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. If there
is no n such that dV (u, v) = n, then dV (u, v) is set to ∞. We will not use the
traditional metric most of the time, but instead use the metric CdV where C
is a given constant (often a scaling constant  for some  > 0). We will often
write this metric space as (V, dV ), not explicitly referring to the constant C.
A graph is traditionally called connected if dG(u, v) < ∞ for all u, v ∈ V .
However, we will not use the term “connected” in this sense. We say that G is a
connected graph if G is a connected space of vertices and edges in the traditional
topological sense described below. For each (u, v) ∈ E we can place a compact
interval of predetermined length between the vertices u and v such that these
vertices make up the end points of the interval. We often call one of these
intervals an edge since it is still an association between two vertices. We then
consider this modified form of G as a 1-simplical complex, and say that it is s
connected graph. A connected graph may also be equipped with a metric. The
most important difference between a traditional graph and a connected graph
in this new sense is that points in the connected graph are not only from the
collection of vertices, but may also be taken from the intervals that make up
the new edges.
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Figure 2.1.: Left. A graph. Right. A connected graph.
2.5. Functional analysis
In this dissertation, we will always be working within the confines of real-valued
functions defined on a metric measure space.
Lemma 2.5.1 (Fre´chet embedding theorem). Every separable metric space em-
beds isometrically in the Banach space `∞.
Proof. Let (X, d) be a separable metric space. Then there is a countable dense
subset A = {x0, x1, . . . , }. Define the map f : X → `∞ by
f(x) := (d(x, x1)− d(x1, x0), d(x, x2)− d(x2, x0), . . . ).
It is clear by the triangle inequality that this map serves as an isometric em-
bedding.
This theorem was originally proven in [Fre´10], and allows us to look at how
alike two different separable metric spaces may be by putting them in the same
context of `∞. We note that there is nothing special about the point x0 in the
proof of Theorem 2.5.1. Rearranging the indices of the countable dense subset
only provides a different isometric embedding.
Let (µi)
∞
i=1 be a sequence of locally finite Borel measures on a metric space
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X. If for every boundedly supported continuous function ϕ : X → R,
∫
X
ϕdµi →
∫
X
ϕdµ
as i → ∞, then the sequence (µi) is said to weak*, or weak-star, converge to
µ. We denote this convergence by µi
∗
⇀ µ. It is customary when speaking
of weak* convergence to use functions that are not only boundedly supported,
but compactly supported. We ease this restriction because when discussing
Gromov-Hausdorff convergence, we are often speaking of isometric embeddings
into `∞, which has no non-trivial compactly supported continuous functions.
Thus, this change from the norm is made to help give a sufficient number of
functions to use in convergence. See Section 11.4 of [HKST15] for a further
discussion of `∞.
Definition 2.5.2. Suppose that (X,µ) is a metric measure space, and Y is a
metric space. Given a function f : X → Y we may define the push-forward
measure, f#µ, as follows. For A ⊂ Y , we let f#µ(A) := µ(f−1(A)).
Push-forward measures are often used as a means to transfer a measure from
one space to another. We use these push-forward measures to bring measures
from a sequence of metric measure spaces to measures on `∞ through the iso-
metric embeddings that are guaranteed by Freche´t’s embedding theorem.
Lemma 2.5.3 (Mazur’s Lemma. Theorem 2, p.120 in [Yos95]). Let (vi) be a
sequence in a normed space V converging weakly to an element v ∈ V . Then v
belongs to the norm closure of the convex hull of the sequence (vi).
The convex hull of a set A in a normed space V is the intersection of all closed
convex sets in V that contain A. The above lemma ensures that if vi → v weakly
in V , then there is a sequence of (v˜k), where
v˜k =
mk∑
i=k
λi,kvi, λi,k ≥ 0, λk,k + · · ·+ λmk,k = 1,
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such that v˜k → v in the norm of V .
In addition to Mazur’s Lemma, we will use the following helpful fact, which
is a quick consequence of the Banach-Alaoglu Theorem which can be viewed in
[Rud91]:
Lemma 2.5.4. Every bounded sequence in a reflexive Banach space has a
weakly convergent subsequence.
Here we present a weaker version of the traditional principle of uniform
boundedness that is used in this dissertation. For a statement of the stronger
result more traditionally used in functional analysis, see A.5
Theorem 2.5.5. If V is a separable Banach space and T = {Tα : α ∈ A} is a
collection of bounded linear operators from V to R, A is an indexing set, and
for all v ∈ V we have
sup
α∈A
|Tα(v)| <∞,
then there exists a sequence of (Tαj ) in T so that T (v) := limj Tαj (v) exists for
each v ∈ V , with T a bounded linear operator on V .
The Hardy-Littlewood maximal function Mf of a locally integrable function
f : X → R is the real-valued function defined by
Mf(x) = sup
r>0
−
∫
B(x,r)
|f(y)| dy. (2.5.1)
In the more general case the supremum would be taken only over the values of
r such that B(x, r) is positive and finite. In the context of this dissertation, our
assumption that measures are locally finite Borel regular measures guarantee
that all values of r satisfy such a condition. We will often refer to such a function
as simply the maximal function Mf(x), or discuss the maximal operator Mf .
Maximal functions will be used to prove the last theorem of this dissertation.
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It will also prove beneficial to be familiar with the restricted maximal function
MRf(x) := sup
0<r<R
−
∫
B(x,r)
|f(y)| dµ(y), (2.5.2)
for some R > 0. The importance of the restricted version of the maximal
function becomes evident when one would like to use a covering theorem that
requires metric balls of uniformly bounded diameter. In this case, one often ap-
plies the covering theorem to restricted maximal functions with a given R > 0,
and then lets R→∞ to generalize to the traditional maximal function.
Maximal functions provide us with a method to bound the measure of su-
persets of Mf by the L1-norm of f . This is presented as the Hardy-Littlewood
maximal function theorem, which was first proved for spaces with doubling
measures by Smith in [Smi56], and by Rauch in [Rau56]:
Theorem 2.5.6 (Hardy-Littlewood Maximal Theorem). Let (X, d, µ) be a dou-
bling metric measure space. There exist constants Cp, depending only on p and
on the doubling constant of µ, such that
µ({x ∈ X : Mf(x) > t} ≤ C1
t
||f ||L1(X) (2.5.3)
for all t > 0, and that
||Mf ||Lp(X) ≤ Cp||f ||Lp(X) (2.5.4)
for all 1 < p ≤ ∞ and for all measurable functions f : X → R.
For a nonnegative function f ∈ Lploc(X), we define the Reisz potential Jp,r for
p ≥ 1 and r > 0 as the following function:
Jp,rf(x) :=
∞∑
i=0
2−ir
(
−
∫
B(x,2−ir)
fp dµ
)1/p
. (2.5.5)
For a further discussion of Reisz potentials, see Section 5 of [HK00] and Section
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10.4 of [HKST15]. These Reisz potential functions are used in Lemma 2.5.8,
which is required to provide a necessary bound in the proof of Theorem 1.0.3.
The theorem appears in [HK00], however we allude to the proof of Lemma
10.4.8 in [HKST15], for which the notation is consistent with this dissertation.
Before we state this Lemma, we need to introduce the pointwise Lipschitz con-
stant function that will serve a similar function as a gradient throughout this
dissertation. A further discussion of the pointwise Lipschitz constant function
appears in the next section.
Definition 2.5.7. For f : X → R, we define the pointwise Lipschitz constant
function of f by
Lip f(x) := lim sup
r→0
sup
y∈B(x,r)
|u(x)− u(y)|
r
. (2.5.6)
Note that despite its name, Lip f is almost certainly not a constant function.
Lemma 2.5.8. Assume that µ is a doubling measure on X and that p ≥ 1.
Then
1. there exists a constant C > 0 so that
∫
B(x,)
(Jp, Lip f)
p dµ ≤ Cp
∫
B(x,2)
(Lip f)p dµ.
for any x ∈ X and any  > 0;
2. there exists a constant C > 0 so that
∫
X
(Jp, Lip f)
p dµ ≤ Cp
∫
X
(Lip f)p dµ.
2.6. Potential theory
In this section we will introduce various results and definitions from the field
of potential theory that apply to this dissertation. We begin by introducing
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the notion of a p-modulus, which will only be used in this dissertation as a
way to point out exclusionary sets much in the same vein as the notion of
almost everywhere is used in measure theory. We then define upper gradients
and discuss some of the properties of such functions. We then discuss a notion
of Sobolev spaces which provides the class of functions we will be concerned
with in this dissertation.
Given a rectifiable curve γ : [a, b] → X that has arc-length parametrization
and a nonnegative Borel function ρ : X → [0,∞], the line integral of ρ over γ
is given by ∫
γ
ρ ds :=
∫ length(γ)
0
ρ(γ(t)) dt. (2.6.1)
If Γ is a family of curves in X and p ≥ 1 is a real number, then we define the
p-modulus of Γ as
Modp(Γ) := inf
∫
X
ρp dµ,
where the infimum is taken over all Borel functions ρ : X → [0,∞] such that
∫
γ
ρ ds ≥ 1
for every locally rectifiable γ ∈ Γ. It is not difficult to show that Modp is an
outer measure on the collection of all curves in X (see A.3). A property of
curves is said to hold for p-almost every curve, if the subcollection of curves for
which the property fails to hold has p-modulus zero.
Definition 2.6.1. A Borel function ρ : X → [0,∞] is said to be an upper gra-
dient of a map u : X → R if
|u(γ(a))− u(γ(b))| ≤
∫
γ
ρ ds (2.6.2)
for every rectifiable curve γ : [a, b] → X. We say that ρ is a p-weak upper
gradient of u if the above inequality holds for p-almost every rectifiable curve
in X.
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For a function u, if there is a p-integrable p-weak upper gradient, ρu, such
that for any other p-integrable p-weak upper gradient, σ, it is true that ρu ≤ σ
almost everywhere in X, then we call ρu the minimal p-weak upper gradient
of u. It is possible for a function u to have more than one minimal p-weak
upper gradient. However, notice that if ρu and σu are two minimal p-weak
upper gradients of u, then by definition it is true that ρu ≤ σu outside a set
of measure zero. Also, σu ≤ ρu outside of measure zero. Thus, it is clear that
ρu ≡ σu almost everywhere in X. That is, minimial p-weak upper gradients are
unique up to a set of measure zero.
The defining inequality for an upper gradient is similar in appearance to the
fundamental theorem of calculus from Euclidean analysis. In fact, in many ways
it is advantageous to view ρu in the metric measure setting as a replacement of
|∇u| in the Euclidean setting. There are various important properties of upper
gradients, and we will outline a few here. If X has no nonconstant rectifiable
curve, then ρ ≡ 0 is an upper gradient of every function defined on X. We also
note that ρ ≡ ∞ is an upper gradient for any function defined on X. If ρ is a
p-weak upper gradient of u : X → R, then for any nonnegative Borel function
σ, ρ + σ is also a p-weak upper gradient of u. This means that if we have a
p-weak upper gradient, then we may use a larger upper gradient if it is helpful
to the task at hand. If ρ and σ are upper gradients of u and if 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, then
(1 − λ)ρ + λσ is also an upper gradient of u. In other words, the set of upper
gradients of u forms a convex set.
The most valuable upper gradient that we will be using throughout this
dissertation is the pointwise Lipschitz constant function, which was defined in
Definition 2.5.7. If f is a locally Lipschitz function, then Lip f is an upper
gradient of f (see the discussion in Chapter 7 of [Hei01] and Theorem 6.1 in
[Che99]). This fact proves to be of the utmost importance in this dissertation.
Lip f is not simply an arbitrary upper gradient. If X is an L-quasiconvex metric
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space, then
Lip f(x) ≤ Lρ(x)
for every x ∈ X and for every continuous upper gradient ρ of f in X. By
using this fact, we may simplify many of the calculations in this dissertation to
verifying a property that holds for Lip f instead of verifying that the property
holds for all continuous upper gradients of f . Since this fact is valuable, we
present it as a lemma. This may also be found as Lemma 8.4.4 in [HKST15],
and a further discussion on properties of Lip f may be found in [Kei03].
Lemma 2.6.2. Suppose that X is an L-quasiconvex metric space and that
f : X → R is a function. Then
Lip f(x) ≤ Lρ(x) (2.6.3)
for every x ∈ X and for every continuous upper gradient ρ of f in X, where L
is some constant independent of the choice of f or x.
Proof. Let x be an arbitrary point in X, ρ be a continuous upper gradient
of f : X → R, and r > 0. Choose a point y ∈ B(x, r). Since X is an L-
quasiconvex space, then there is a curve γ that joins x to y with the property
that length(γ) ≤ Ld(x, y). Then by the definition of an upper gradient (2.6.2),
we see that
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤
∫
γ
ρ ds =
∫ length(γ)
0
ρ(γ(t)) dt ≤ Lr sup
z∈B(x,r)
ρ(z).
Dividing the above by r, and then taking the appropriate limits, we see that
lim sup
r→0
sup
y∈B(x,r)
|f(x)− f(y)|
r
≤ lim sup
r→0
L sup
y∈B(x,r)
ρ(z) = Lρ(x).
We do note that the setting in which the above lemma is useful occurs when
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we may select a function f that is locally Lipschitz. It is in this context that
Lip f is an upper gradient, and allows us to use the above lemma. In order to
achieve this, we will work in the setting of a Sobolev space.
2.7. Sobolev spaces
Let N˜1,p(X) be the collection of all p-integrable functions f that have an upper
gradient, ρf , in L
p(X). We equip N˜1,p(X) with the seminorm
||f ||N˜1,p(X) = ||f ||Lp(X) + ||ρf ||Lp(X).
We emphasize that this is not a norm in general. For example, in the case that
f : R2 → R:
f(x, y) :=

0, x 6= 0;
1, x = 0;
one has that ||f ||N˜1,p(X) = 0 for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, while f 6≡ 0. To transform
this space into a normed space, we pass to equivalence classes of functions in
N˜1,p(X), where f ∼ g if and only if ||f−g||N˜1,p(X) = 0. We denote this normed
space N1,p(X), and call it the Sobolev space of functions on X. This space of
functions is sometimes also referred to as the Newtonian space. Another way
of viewing N1,p(X) is to see it as the following quotient space:
N1,p(X) = N˜1,p(X)/{f ∈ N˜1,p(X) : ||f ||N˜1,p(X) = 0}.
For some spaces it is known that N1,p(X) = Lp(X). For example, modifying
the real line’s traditional metric dR by snowflaking presents such a case. That
is, if we consider (R, dδR) for δ such that 0 < δ < 1, then the equivalence classes
of N1,p(R) uniquely determine the equivalence classes for Lp(R). In fact, any
space that has no nonconstant rectifiable curves will satisfy this property. For a
more in depth discussion of N1,p(X) and its properties, see the article [Sha00].
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It is this notion of Sobolev space in which we consider our functional results,
although there are differing definitions of Sobolev spaces. For a discussion on
these other definitions, see the discussion in Chapter 7 of [HKST15]. One im-
portant result of working with the Sobolev class of functions on X is that if
(X, d, µ) is a doubling metric measure space that supports a p-Poincare´ inequal-
ity, then it is known that Lipschitz functions are dense in N1,p(X). This will
be discussed in Section 2.9
2.8. Korevaar-Schoen-Sobolev space
Another notion of a Sobolev space was introduced by Korevaar and Schoen in
[KS93]. In their original work, Korevaar and Schoen considered only Rieman-
nian manifolds with smooth boundaries, and their target space is more general
than R. The version that we consider in this dissertation is a variant of what
they defined, introduced by Koskela and MacManus in [KM98]. This version is
more relevant to this dissertation, and the proof of Theorem 1.0.3 in particular.
Let f : X → R. For any  > 0 and x ∈ X we define the function:
ep (x; f) :=
1
p
−
∫
B(x,)
|f(y)− f(x)|p dµ(y).
We use this function to define the Korevaar-Schoen p-energy of the function f
given by Ep(f) defined as follows:
Ep(f) := sup
B
lim sup
→0
∫
B
ep (x; f) dµ(x), (2.8.1)
where the supremum is taken over all metric balls B in X. If f ∈ Lp(X)
and Ep(f) < ∞, then we say that f is in the Korevaar-Schoen-Sobolev space
KS1,p(X). While this dissertation does not directly use the Korevaar-Schoen-
Sobolev space as its preferred definition of a Sobolev space, the Korevaar-Schoen
p-energy is used in the statement of Theorem 1.0.3, and provides us with a way
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to bound the traditional p-energy of a function in terms of a limit of Korevaar-
Schoen p-energies.
2.9. (1, p)-Poincare´ inequalities
The main theorems of this dissertation are results that are either about or
heavily depend upon the (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality for p ≥ 1. A space that
satisfies a Poincare´ inequality allows for many classical results from Euclidean
analysis to be verified for an arbitrary metric measure space (X, d, µ), especially
if we also know that µ is a doubling measure. For example, a space that supports
a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality is also connected. If µ is a doubling measure, then
X is also L-quasiconvex for some constant L that can be derived solely from the
doubling constant and the information of the Poincare´ inequality. There are
many results from first-order differential analysis, potential theory, and classical
analysis that can be achieved under the assumption of a Poincare´ inequality. In
this section, we define a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality, and give some illuminating
examples of such metric measure spaces.
Definition 2.9.1. Let p ≥ 1. We say that a metric measure space (X, d, µ)
supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality if every ball B ⊂ X has positive and finite
measure and if there exist constants C > 0, λ ≥ 1 such that
−
∫
B
|u− uB|dµ ≤ Cr
(
−
∫
λB
ρp dµ
) 1
p
(2.9.1)
for every measurable function u : X → R and every upper gradient ρ of u. In
the above inequality, when the center and radius are clear from context, B is
written as the shorthand of B(x, r) and λB := B(x, λr). The parameters p, C,
and λ are called the data of the Poincare´ inequality.
The result that a space that supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality is connected
is quickly seen. We present this fact as a lemma.
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Lemma 2.9.2. Let (X, d, µ) support a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality. Then X is a
connected space.
Proof. Assume that X has two non-empty open and disjoint subsets A,B such
that X = A ∪B. The characteristic function χA : X → {0, 1}, which is defined
as 1 for x ∈ A and 0 for x /∈ A, has the upper gradient ρ ≡ 0. Thus, by taking
u := χA in (2.9.1), the right side of the Poincare´ inequality should always be
zero. However, for any ball B ⊂ X that meets both A and B, the left side of
the Poincare´ would be positive, and the Poincare´ inequality could not hold.
We will use this fact in the proof of Theorem 1.0.1 to explain the difference
between this traditional and the discrete Poincare´ inequality (3.1.3) that has
yet to be defined.
In the context of working with N1,p(X) where X = (X, d, µ) and µ is a
doubling measure, under the additional assumption that X is complete, the
Poincare´ inequality takes on a more manageable form. That is, the statement
that X supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality is equivalent to the statment that
for every Lipschitz function f : X → R, there are constants C > 0 and λ ≥ 1
such that
−
∫
B
|f − fB| dµ ≤ C diam(B)
(
−
∫
λB
(Lip f)p dµ
) 1
p
(2.9.2)
for every open ball B in X. This eases the need to verify the Poincare´ inequality
for every upper gradient of f , and has the benefit that f may be taken to be
a Lipschitz function. The equivalence of (2.9.1) and (2.9.2) can be found in
[Kei03], [KR04], and in Appendix A.4.
Another modification that we may make to the Poincare´ inequality is to
substitute the left-hand side of the inequality with a similar integral. This
substitution proves helpful with computations that are used in the proof of
Theorem 1.0.1. We note that for any measurable function u : X → R, the
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following two properties hold:
−
∫
B
−
∫
B
|u(x)− u(y)|dµ(y)dµ(x) = −
∫
B
−
∫
B
|u(x)− uB + uB − u(y)|dµ(y)dµ(x)
≤ 2−
∫
B
|u(x)− uB|dµ(x), (2.9.3)
and −
∫
B
|u(x)− uB|dµ(x) = −
∫
B
∣∣∣∣−∫
B
(u(x)− u(y))dµ(y)
∣∣∣∣ dµ(x)
≤ −
∫
B
−
∫
B
|u(x)− u(y)|dµ(y)dµ(x). (2.9.4)
Thus, we may only check that there exits constants C > 0 and λ ≥ 1, so that
for all Lipschitz functions f : X → X, and every ball B ⊂ X, the following
inequality holds:
−
∫
B
−
∫
B
|f(x)− f(y)| dµ(y)dµ(x) ≤ C diam(B)
(
−
∫
λB
(Lip f)p dµ
) 1
p
, (2.9.5)
without any loss in the results.
Another useful formulation of the Poincare´ inequality can be given by the
following bound, which proves useful in the proof of Theorem 1.0.2. Let c ∈ R,
B be a ball in X, u : X → R, and suppose that c ≤ uB. Then we see that
−
∫
B
|uB − c|dµ = uB − c = −
∫
B
u dµ−−
∫
B
c dµ = −
∫
B
(u− c)dµ ≤ −
∫
B
|c− u|dµ.
If c > uB, then we have the similar result that
−
∫
B
|uB − c|dµ = c− uB ≤ −
∫
B
|c− u|dµ.
Notice that |u(y)− uB| ≤ |u(y)− c|+ |c− uB| for each y ∈ X. Hence,
−
∫
B
|u− uB| dµ ≤ −
∫
B
|u− c|dµ+−
∫
B
|c− uB|dµ ≤ 2−
∫
B
|c− u|dµ,
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for any c ∈ R. In particular, we see that
−
∫
B
|u− uB| dµ  inf
c∈R
−
∫
B
|c− u|dµ, (2.9.6)
where  means that the two values are comparable by some multiplicative
constant, in this case that constant is 2. With this information, we are presented
with a third formulation of the Poincare´ inequality. That is, (X, d, µ) supports
a (1, p)-Poincare´ if there exists constants C > 0, λ ≥ 1 such that
inf
c∈R
−
∫
B
|c− u|dµ ≤ C diam(B)
(
−
∫
λB
(Lipu)p dµ
) 1
p
(2.9.7)
Now that the various formulations of the Poincare´ inequality have been intro-
duced, we may define a Sobolev space directly in terms of a Poincare´ inequality.
The following definition was first introduced in [HK00] by Haj lasz and Koskela.
Definition 2.9.3. Let λ be a constant such that λ ≥ 1. The Poincare´-Sobolev
space P 1,p(X) is the collection of all functions f ∈ Lp(X) for which there exists
a function g ∈ Lp(X) such that
−
∫
B
|f − fB| dµ ≤ diam(B)
(
−
∫
λB
gp dµ
)1/p
(2.9.8)
for all metric balls B in X.
Clearly, the above inequality can be directly compared to (2.9.2) with g being
replaced by a constant multiple of an upper gradient of f that is in Lp(X).
However, there is no assumption that this function g is an upper gradient of f .
We call the function g a Poincare´ gradient of f .
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2.10. Properties of a metric measure space that
supports a Poincare´ inequality
If X supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality, and µ is doubling, there are many
invaluable properties thatX exhibits. Some such properties have been discussed
already, such as X being connected and quasiconvex. In this section, we explore
some of the additional results that are a consequence of supporting a Poincare´
inequality.
We will need the following theorem to establish an important bound in the
proof of Theorem 1.0.3. Proofs of this theorem in the case of real-valued func-
tions can be found in both [HK00] and [HK96]. For a more general version
involving functions that map into a Banach space, see [HKST15].
Lemma 2.10.1. Suppose that X is a doubling metric measure space and that
1 ≤ p < ∞. Let f : X → R be integrable on balls and let g : X → [0,∞] be
measurable. The following three conditions are equivalent.
1. There exist constants C > 0 and λ ≥ 1 such that
−
∫
B
|f − fB| dµ ≤ C diam(B)
(
−
∫
λB
gp dµ
)1/p
for every open ball B in X.
2. There exists constants C > 0 and λ ≥ 1, such that
|f(x)− fB| ≤ C diam(B)(Mλ diam(B)gp(x))1/p
for every open ball B in X and for almost every x ∈ B.
3. There exist constants C > 0 and λ ≥ 1 and A ⊂ X with µ(A) = 0 such
that
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ Cd(x, y) (Mλd(x,y)gp(x) +Mλd(x,y)gp(y))1/p
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for every x, y ∈ X\A.
Thus by the above lemma, if X supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality, then
for an open ball B ⊂ X, |f(x)− fB| can be bounded by the maximal function
of the upper gradient of f on a ball centered at the same points with a radius
that is a constant multiple of the radius of B. One noticeable detail of a
Poincare´ inequality is that it is invariant under a bi-Lipschitz transformation
of the metric. The constants that make up the data for (X, d1, µ) may differ
from the constants that make up the data for (X, d2, µ). However, these new
constants only depend upon the original data. This is a fact that is used
repeatedly in the proofs of Theorems 1.0.1 and 1.0.2. We state this fact as a
lemma:
Lemma 2.10.2. Let d1 and d2 be two biLipschitz equivalent metrics on X. If
a measure µ on X is doubling with respect to d1, then it is also doubling with
respect to d2. If in addition (X, d1, µ) supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality, then
(X, d2, µ) supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality as well.
Proof. Suppose that L is the bi-Lipschitz constant relating d1 to d2. Then for
any x ∈ X we see that
Bd1 (x, r/L) ⊂ Bd2(x, r) ⊂ Bd1(x, Lr).
Let α = dlog2 Le. If C is the doubling constant of µ with respect to d1 then,
using the above fact we see that
µ(Bd2(x, 2r)) ≤ µ(Bd1(x, 2Lr)) ≤ C2α+1µ
(
Bd1
(
x,
r
L
))
≤ C2α+1µ(Bd2(x, r)).
The last line of the above inequality is only valid if L ≥ 1. If it were the case
that 0 < L < 1, then by the biLipschitz property of d1 and d2, we would have
that:
1
L
d2 ≤ d1 ≤ Ld2.
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In this scenario, 1Ld2 ≥ Ld2, forcing d1 ≡ d2. That is, the biLipschitz relation
necessitates that L is at least 1. Hence, the above inequality is valid and shows
that µ is doubling with respect to d2.
Let f : X → R be integrable on balls and have upper gradient g with respect
to d2. Then Lg is an upper gradient of f with respect to d1. To see this, let
γ be a rectifiable curve with arc-length parametrization. Let x = γ(0) and
y = γ(length(γ)) with respect to d2. We will let ds1 and ds2 represent the
arc-length parametrization with respect to d1 and d2, respectively. We have
that
d2(f(x), f(y)) ≤
∫
γ
g ds2.
By the bi-Lipschitz equivalence of d1 and d2, we see that
d1(f(x), f(y)) ≤ Ld2(f(x), f(y)) ≤ L
∫
γ
g ds2 =
∫
γ
(Lg) ds2.
Notice that the line integral on the right is not with respect to d1, but instead
is with respect to d2. A re-parameterization of γ does not change the value.
Thus, Lg is an upper gradient of f with respect to d1. Since X supports a (1, p)-
Poincare´ inequality with respect to d1, then we have the Poincare´ inequality
even when we replace g with Lg. By the third part of Lemma 2.10.1, we take
the necessary bound with respect to d1. Doubling lets us interchange d1 and d2
in this estimate, and the lemma finishes our proof. That is, we know that:
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ Cd1(x, y)(Mλd1(x,y)(Lg)p(x) +Mλd1(x,y)(Lg)p(y))1/p
for every x, y ∈ X\A where A ⊂ X and µ(A) = 0. And this pointwise estimate
guarantees d2 to support the same inequality once it takes the role of d1, and
then we conclude that X supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality with respect to
d2.
Remark 2.10.3. In addition to the bi-Lipschitz equivalence of the Poincare´
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inequality, changing the measure µ by a comparable measure will also not hinder
the ability of a space to support a Poincare´ inequality. That is, if µ and ν
are two locally finite Borel measures that are comparable, positive on balls,
and (X, d, µ) supports some (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality, then so does (X, d, ν).
Furthermore, the data for the Poincare´ inequality on (X, d, ν) is only dependent
on the data from (X, d, µ) and the comparability constant between µ and ν.
2.11. Gromov-Hausdorff Convergence
An important element in the proof of Theorem 1.0.2 is that the constructed
connected “graphs” converge in a very specific topology. That topology is in
the pointed measured Gromov-Hausdorff sense. In this section, we provide
the basic introduction to Gromov-Hausdorff distance, and include the relevant
knowledge required in the proof of Theorem 1.0.2. Throughout this section,
we will assume that (X, d, µ) is a complete metric measure space with µ as a
doubling measure. For a given  > 0 and A ⊂ X, we define the -neighborhood
of X as the set
N(A) = {x ∈ X : dist(x,A) < } =
⋃
a∈A
B(a, ).
In the case that N(A) = X, then we say that A is an -net of X. We also make
the convention that if A is dense in X, it is called a 0-net of X. For example,
Z×Z is a
√
2
2 -net of R×R since every point in R×R is at most
√
2
2 away from
a point on the integer lattice. Note also that R × R is an s-neighborhood of
Z× Z for all s >
√
2
2 as well. We notice that if A is an -net of X as well as an
-separated subset of X, then clearly A is a maximal -separated subset of X.
That is, if X = N(A) and for every a, b ∈ A, we have that d(a, b) ≥ , then A
is a maximal -separated subset of A.
The Hausdorff distance in X between nonempty subsets A,B ⊂ X is given
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by:
dXH(A,B) := inf{ > 0 : : A ⊂ N(B) and B ⊂ N(A)}. (2.11.1)
We note that this is not a metric, since it is not guaranteed that dXH(A,B) <∞,
nor that dXH(A,B) = 0 implies that A = B. For example, take X = R2,
A = {0} × R and B = R× {0}. Then it is clear that dXH(A,B) = ∞. Another
example is to take A to be a proper open subset of X, and let B = A. Then
dXH(A,B) = 0, but A 6= B. Although dXH is not a metric on the collection of
all subsets of X, it is a metric on the collection of all nonempty closed and
bounded subsets of X. We note that if A is an -net of X, then the Hausdorff
distance between A and X is no more than . Instead of relating subsets of a
fixed metric space, we would like a method to compare how close two different
metric spaces are using this idea of Hausdorff distance. The method that we
will use throughout this dissertation relies on the ability for separable metric
spaces to be isometrically embedded into `∞, which is guaranteed by Lemma
2.5.1. For a further discussion on isometric embeddings of separable spaces, see
[BH99], [HKST15], and [Her11].
Definition 2.11.1. The Gromov-Hausdorff distance between two separable
metric spaces X and Y is
dGH(X,Y ) := inf d
∞
H (i(X), j(Y )), (2.11.2)
where we use the shortened notation d∞H for d
`∞
H , and the infimum is taken over
all isometric embeddings i : X → `∞ and j : Y → `∞.
The Gromov-Hausdorff distance is also not a metric. For example, let X = S1
and Y = R with the metrics that they inherit as subsets of R with the standard
Euclidean distance. Notice that dGH(X,Y ) = ∞. If X,X1, X2, . . . are metric
spaces such that limi→∞ dGH(Xi, X) = 0, then we say that the sequence (Xi)
Gromov-Hausdorff converges to X, and denote such convergence by Xi
GH→ X.
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Historically, there are other versions of the Gromov-Hausdorff distance func-
tion that we will not use explicitly. In the setting of separable spaces, these
definitions are equivalent to our definition. We state this fact as a lemma.
Lemma 2.11.2. Let X and Y be metric spaces. The following two values are
equal to dGH(X,Y ):
1. The infimum of the values dZH(ι(X), ι
′(Y )) over all metric spaces (Z, dZ)
and isometric embeddings ι : X → Z and ι′ : Y → Z.
2. The infimum of the values dZ0H (X,Y ) over all metrics on Z0 := X unionsq Y
that agree with the given metrics on X and Y .
By X unionsq Y , we mean the disjoint union of X and Y . That is X unionsq Y :=
X × {0} ∪ Y × {1}. For in-depth discussions about the various definitions
of Gromov-Hausdorff distance, see [Her11] Section 2, [HKST15] Section 11.1,
[BBI01] Section 7.3, and their references.
There is another notion of Gromov-Hausdorff distance that is not included in
the above lemma that proves useful. We do not include it in the above lemma
because it does not give the same numbers as the Gromov-Hausdorff distance.
Let (X, dX) and (Y, dY ) be two metric spaces, and let A ⊂ X be a nonempty.
Let X , Y , δ > 0. We say that a map f : A → Y is a (δ, X , Y )-approximate
isometry if A is an X -net in X, f(A) is an Y -net in Y , and
|dY (f(x1), f(x2))− dX(x1, x2)| ≤ δ (2.11.3)
for all x1, x2 ∈ A. There is no requirement that f be a well-behaved function.
In fact, there is no requirement that f is even continuous. If there exists an
approximate isometry from X to Y , then we say that X and Y are (δ, X , Y )-
approximately isometric, or simply approximately isometric. For this definition
to make sense, it is necessary to see that relating two metric spaces by an
approximate isometry is a symmetric relation. That is, if f : X → Y is a
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(δ, X , Y )-approximate isometry, then there is a function g : Y → X that is a
(δ, Y , X +δ)-approximate isometry. This can be seen by mapping a point from
f(A) to a point in its pre-image. Approximate isometries allow us to work with
direct functions from one metric space to another instead of embedding both
into `∞. Here we present the relation that these approximate isometries have
with the Gromov-Hausdorff distance. Recall that we assume all metric spaces
are separable. The following lemma may be found in Chapter 11 of [HKST15].
Lemma 2.11.3. Let X and Y be metric spaces.
1. If dGH(X,Y ) ≤ η for some η > 0, then X and Y are (2η, 0, 2η)-approximately
isometric.
2. If X and Y are (δ, X , Y )-approximately isometric, then
dGH(X,Y ) ≤ max{X , Y }+ δ
2
.
We use the notion of approximate isometries as a way to compare how the
local Gromov-Hausdorff distance compares for two unbounded metric spaces.
An illuminating example of this can be seen when comparing the Gromov-
Hausdorff distance of R×{0} with S1 when taken as subsets of R2. This shows
that on a large scale, these metric spaces are not very alike. However, when
we consider smaller scales we intuitively see that this circle and line become
increasingly similar. Since we have a sufficient definition of Gromov-Hausdorff
distance for spaces like these, we only present a method of defining convergence
in these local matters.
We say that (X, d, a) is a pointed metric space when (X, d) is a metric space,
and a ∈ X. These pointed spaces give us a way to compare two metric spaces
in neighborhoods around these “base points”.
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Definition 2.11.4. A sequence of pointed separable metric spaces
(X1, d1, a1), (X2, d2, a2), . . .
is said to pointed Gromov-Hausdorff converge to a pointed separable metric
space (X, d, a) if for each r > 0 and 0 <  < r there exists i0 such that for each
i ≥ i0 there is a map f i : B(ai, r)→ X such that
1. f i (ai) = a;
2. |d(f i (x), f i (y))− di(x, y)| <  for all x, y ∈ B(ai, r);
3. B(a, r − ) ⊂ N(f i (B(ai, r))).
In light of how this is related to Gromov-Hausdorff distance, we denote this
convergence by (Xi, di, ai)
GH→ (X, d, a), or (Xi, ai) GH→ (X, a) when the metrics
are easily understood.
It is a natural question to ask if this new notion of pointed Gromov-Hausorff
convergence coincides with the Gromov-Hausdorff convergence that we consid-
ered earlier. The answer is ‘yes’, when considering a sequence of spaces that
are uniformly bounded.
Proposition 2.11.5. Let X1, X2, . . . be a sequence of bounded and separable
metric spaces.
1. If supi diam(Xi) < ∞ and (Xi, di, ai) GH→ (X, d, a) for some ai ∈ Xi and
a ∈ X, then Xi GH→ X.
2. If Xi
GH→ X and a ∈ X, then there exist points ai ∈ Xi such that
(Xi, di, ai)
GH→ (X, d, a).
A proof of the above proposition can be found in section 11.3 of [HKST15].
We are now in a position to discuss the main type of convergence used for the
results of this dissertation, that of pointed measured Gromov-Hausdorff conver-
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gence. Convergence of this type is the natural extension of pointed Gromov-
Hausdorff convergence to the setting of metric measure spaces. Before we in-
troduce this definition, we will discuss that additional background needed.
Definition 2.11.6. Let (Xi, di, qi, µi)
∞
i=1 be a sequence of pointed metric mea-
sure spaces. If {(Xi, di, qi)} pointed Gromov-Hausdorff converges to (X, d, q)
and if for every r > 0 there exist isometric embeddings ιi : B(ai, r)→ `∞ such
that
d`
∞
H (ιi(B(qi, r)), ι(B(q, r)))→ 0
and
(ιi)#µibB(qi, r) ∗⇀ ι#µbB(q, r)
as measures on `∞, then we say that (X, d, µ) is a pointed measured Gromov-
Hausdorff limit of the sequence (Xi, di, µi)
∞
i=1. We denote this convergence by
(Xi, di, qi, µi)
GH→ (X, d, q, µ).
With these definitions in place, we now present two theorems that will help
us answer the questions presented at the beginning of this section.
Theorem 2.11.7 ([Che99],Theorem 9.1). Let (Xi, di, qi, µi) be a sequence of
complete spaces which pointed measured Gromov-Hausdorff converge to a com-
plete space (X, d, q, µ). If each of the measures µi is doubling with constant CD,
then µ is also doubling with constant CD.
The second theorem that will be of use was proved independently by J.
Cheeger [Che99] and S. Keith [Kei03].
Theorem 2.11.8 ([Che99],Theorem 9.6). Let (Xi, di, qi, µi) be a sequence of
complete spaces that pointed measured Gromov-Hausdorff converge to a com-
plete space (X, d, q, µ). Let 1 ≤ p < ∞, CD, Cp < ∞ and λ ≥ 1 be fixed. If
each of the measures µi is doubling with constant at most CD, and each space
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(Xi, di, µi) satisfies the (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality with constants Cp and λ, then
(X, d, µ) also satisfies the (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality with constants C ′p and λ′
depending only on p, Cp and CD.
The above two theorems are usually presented with the requirement that
(Xi, di) be length spaces. However, this requirement is not necessary for the
desired results. To see a discussion about this, see Chapter 11 of[HKST15].
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Chapter 3
The Approximating Graphs
Support a p-Poincare´ Inequality
The focus of this chapter is the proof of Theorem 1.0.1. This chapter is bro-
ken up into many sections to aid in the understanding of what we mean by
a discretized Poincare´ inequality. In order to prove this theorem, we will first
make a discretization of (X, d, µ) into a (disconnected) graph (V, dV ,m) using a
maximal -net of X for each  > 0. In order to do this, we take V as a subset of
X, and construct a metric and measure in terms of dX and µ. We then describe
a discretized Poincare´ inequality in relation to equation 2.9.2. In Section 3.2,
we show that (V, dV ,m) is a doubling metric measure space. In Section 3.3, we
verify that (V, dV ,m) satisfies a discretized Poincare´ inequality. When taken
together, Sections 3.2 and 3.3 serve as the proof of Theorem 1.0.1. Also, this
theorem will serve to prove one direction of the proof of Theorem 1.0.2.
3.1. Construction of the approximating graphs
Let (X, dX , µ) be a doubling metric measure space with doubling constant Cµ,
and suppose thatX supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality with data C, λ, p where
we require p ≥ 1. Let V ⊂ X be a maximal -separated set for some given
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 > 0. As a reminder of these definitions, see Definition 2.1.2 and the discussion
immediately following it. We will suppress the notational dependence of V,
by referring to the subset as simply V . We say that x ∼ y if and only if
 ≤ d(x, y) ≤ 3. We let ∼ define an edge set. We will use this relation
between points in V to define a metric space (V, dV ). Note that (V,∼) is a
discrete graph, possessing only a discrete topology. In Section 4.1, this graph
will be extended to a connected graph, but for the majority of this dissertation,
all of the calculations involving (V, dV ) will only use points in the vertex set
V ⊂ X.
Notice that we require the distance between two points of V to be positive
in order for a corresponding edge to be made in the graph (V,∼). This is to
ensure that (V,∼) has no loops of zero length. Also, the number of neighbors a
point in V can have is uniformly bounded by the constant, C12µ , where Cµ is the
doubling constant of X. This can be seen by noticing that since X is doubling,
then for a given v ∈ V , there there are at most C4µ points in V such that the
distance from v any of these points is . Iterating outwards, these points have
at most C4µ points in V that are of distance  from each other, and so on. Thus,
the number of points in V that can have a distance of 3 from v is bounded
above some constant that only depends on Cµ. Thus, the maximum degree of
V is bounded by (C4µ)
3 = C12µ .
We define a distance on V , which we will denote dV . This is not the same
as the traditional dV discussed in Section 2.4, but the distance described in
Remark 2.4.1, with C = . We define dV (x, y) =  for all x ∼ y. We extend this
distance function for x and y that do not share an edge by defining the distance
between them in the obvious way as presented in Section 2.4. It is clear that dV
satisfies the criteria for a metric. We use BV = BV (x, r) to denote the open ball
in V centered at x with radius r with respect to the metric dV . The subscript
is to emphasize which metric is being used. To avoid confusion, we will use BX
to denote an open ball in X with respect to the metric dX . Note that when
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r ≤ , we have that BV (x, r) = {x}, whereas BX(x, r) will contain many more
points.
Since it is assumed that X supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality, and because
µ is a doubling measure, the space (X, dX , µ) is L-quasiconvex for some constant
L > 1. Various proofs of this fact can be found in [BB11], [HK00], [HK98],
[HKST15], but first appeared in [Che99]. The quasiconvexity of the metric
measure space allows us to observe a very useful property addressed in the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.1.1. For a complete doubling metric space (X, dX) that is qua-
siconvex with constant L, the canonical embedding of (V, dV ) into X is bi-
Lipschitz:
1
L+ 1
dV (x, y) ≤ dX(x, y) ≤ 3dV (x, y).
By the canonical embedding of (V, dV ), we are using the the fact that V is a
subset of X. Recall from the beginning of this section that V was constructed
as a maximal -separated subset of X.
Proof. We begin by showing the left-hand side inequality. Let x and y be two
points in the vertex set V ⊂ X. If dX(x, y) ≤ 3 then x ∼ y or x = y. Thus,
either dV (x, y) =  or dV (x, y) = 0. The latter case satisfies the proposition
trivially, and the former case follows by seeing that
dV (x, y)
L+ 1
=

L+ 1
≤  ≤ dX(x, y) ≤ 3dV (x, y).
Thus, without loss of generality, we assume that dX(x, y) > 3. Let γ be a rec-
tifiable curve from x to y such that length(γ) ≤ LdX(x, y). Let T :=length(γ),
and notice that T > 3 by assumption. Since γ is rectifiable, we assign it the
arc-length parameterization γ : [0, T ] → X. Choose K as the smallest integer
such that T ≤ K < LdX(x, y)+. For i = 0, 1, . . . ,K−1 we choose ti = i, and
define tK := T . Then, for i = 1, . . . ,K there are subcurves γi := γ([ti−1, ti]) of
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γ such that length(γi) =  with the exception of γK which will have length less
than or equal to . Let xi := γ(ti). By the maximality of V as an -separated
set, for each xi there exists a point zi ∈ V such that dX(xi, zi) ≤ . It is clear
that we can choose z0 = x and zK = y. We find that for i = 1, . . . ,K,
dX(zi−1, zi) ≤ dX(zi−1, xi−1) + dX(xi−1, xi) + dX(xi, zi) ≤ 3.
Since each zi is in V , then we have that zi ∼ zi−1 or zi = zi−1 for i = 1, 2, . . . ,K.
So dV (zi, zi−1) ≤ , and
dV (x, y) ≤ K ≤ LdX(x, y) +  ≤ LdX(x, y) + dX(x, y) = (L+ 1)dX(x, y).
For the second inequality of the lemma, let x, y ∈ V , and let x = x0 ∼
x1 ∼ · · · ∼ xn = y be a shortest path from x to y. Then, dV (x, y) = n. For
i = 0, 1, . . . , n, xi is a point in V ⊂ X. Since for each i = 1, . . . , n, we have
that xi ∼ xi−1, it follows that dX(xi, xi−1) ≤ 3. Using the triangle inequality
we see that
dX(x, y) ≤
n∑
i=1
dX(xi−1, xi) ≤ 3n = 3dV (x, y)
We now wish to equip V with a measure m which is related to µ. By the
maximality of V , X =
⋃
x∈V
BX(x, ). For any W ⊂ V , we define
m(W ) :=
∑
y∈W
µ(BX(y, )). (3.1.1)
For example, if r < , then m(BV (x, r)) = µ(BX(x, )). In particular, for any
x ∈ V , we set m(x) = µ(BX(x, )) for ease of notation. This means that we
have a way of discussing m as being a point-mass measure. We see that m is a
measure on the σ-algebra generated by the open balls in V , and thus, (V, dV ,m)
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is a metric measure space. We note that, in general,
m(W ) 6= µ
 ⋃
y∈W
BX(y, )
 ,
since these balls will generally have some bounded overlap, and thus m(W )
will count this overlap multiple times. We note that, in general, W is a proper
subset of ∪y∈WBX(y, ). For W ⊂ V and u : V → R, set
∫
W
u(x) dm(x) :=
∑
x∈W
u(x)m(x).
When the context is clear, we will often use the following notation for a fixed
x ∈ V : ∫
x∼y
u :=
∑
x∼y
u(y)
This helps us when we wish to sum only over neighbors, but should not be
confused with an integral of the function u, as this is in itself a function on V
evaluated at the point x. This should be made clear from the lack of associated
measure in the notation. In a similar manner to (2.1.2), we may define uBV
and −
∫
BV
u for a function u : V → R:
uBV := −
∫
BV
u(x)dm(x) :=
1
m(BV )
∫
BV
u(x)dm(x) (3.1.2)
to echo the meaning of −
∫
BX
f(x)dx. That is, −
∫
BV
u(x)dm(x) is an m-weighted
average value of u over the ball BV .
We now describe a discretized version of the (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality that
was introduced by I. Holopainen and P. Soardi in [HS97a].
Definition 3.1.2. We say that V supports a (discrete) (1, p)-Poincare´ inequal-
ity if there exist some constants C > 0 and λ ≥ 1 such that for all functions
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u : V → R, and each BV = B(v, r) ⊂ V ,
−
∫
BV
|u(x)− uBV |dm(x) ≤ Cr
(
−
∫
λBV
(∫
x∼y
|u(x)− u(y)|p
p
)
dm(x)
) 1
p
. (3.1.3)
Note that the quantity
|u(x)− u(y)|

can be seen as a type of upper gradient when compared to ρ in (2.9.2) if we
consider the edge from x to y as an isometric copy of the interval [0, ]. We
wish to rename the quantity on the right hand side of (3.1.3) for simplicity of
exposition. Given a function u on the vertex set V , and a ∈ V we define
|grad(u(a))| :=
∫
b∼a
|u(b)− u(a)|

.
The function | grad(u)|p is often referred to as the “p-Laplacian”, and is used to
define the “graph energy” on V (see [HPS04] for the case that V is a discretiza-
tion of the Sierpinski gasket). Note that although  is a fixed number here,
later in this dissertation graphs constructed on different -separated sets will
be considered. We suppress the dependency of | grad(u)| on  in the notation.
Then (3.1.3) becomes
−
∫
x∈BV
|u(x)− uB|dm(x) ≤ C ′r
(
−
∫
λBV
|gradu(x˜)|p dm(x)
) 1
p
, (3.1.4)
where C ′ depends on C, p, and the maximal degree of the graph, as we describe
now. From the discussion after Definition 2.1.4, we can say that for any x ∈ V ,
x has at most C4µ neighboring points. Thus, we see that
|grad(u(a˜))|p 
∫
a∼b
( |u(b)− u(a)|

)p
with  meaning that the two differ by a bounded multiplicative constant which
depends only on p, the maximal degree of the graph. Because of this fact, we
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may substitute the right-hand side of (3.1.3) with the right-hand side of (3.1.4)
and absorb this multiplicative constant into the constant from (3.1.3). This
final version (3.1.4) of the discrete Poincare´ inequality is the one we use for this
dissertation.
3.2. Doubling property of the approximating graph
Since the underlying space (X, dX , µ) is doubling, it is natural to question
whether or not the constructed graph shares this property. The aim of this
section is to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2.1. Suppose that (X, dX , µ) is doubling with constant Cµ, and X
is quasiconvex with constant L. Let V be a maximal -separated subset of X,
and let (V, dV ,m) be constructed from (X, dX , µ) as in Section 3.1. Then m is
a doubling measure on V .
Before we begin the proof, we note that due to Proposition 3.1.1,
V ∩BX
(
x,
r
L+ 1
)
⊂ BV (x, r) ⊂ BX(x, 3r). (3.2.1)
Proof of Lemma 3.2.1. We must show that there is some constant Cm ≥ 1 such
that for any x ∈ V , and r > 0, m(BV (x, 2r)) ≤ Cmm(BV (x, r)). Fix x ∈ V .
The case where 0 < r <  is easily seen due to the uniform bound on the degree
of the graph. That is, in this particular case, we have that m(BV (x, r)) =
m({x}) = µ(BX(x, )), and m(BV (x, 2r)) ≤ m(BV (x, 2)). Building on this,
we see that
m(BV (x, 2r)) ≤ m(BV (x, 2)) ≤
∑
y∼x
µ(BX(y, ))
≤ deg(x)µ(BX(x, 4)) ≤ C6µ µ(BX(x, 2)) = C6µm(BV (x, )).
Since we have already established that m(BV (x, )) = m(BV (x, r)), then the
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doubling property is valid for 0 < r < . Thus, we will consider the case where
 ≤ r. Let x ∈ V , r be such that  ≤ r, and denote BV := B(x, r). We will also
use the notation 2BV for BV (x, 2r). By definition,
m(BV (x, 2r)) =
∑
y∈2BV
µ(BX(y, )).
This may be a problem if the sum is infinite. However, since X is a doubling
metric measure space, there is a bounded number of points in BV (y, 2), which
limits the number of terms we add in the summation. This fact, along with the
assumption that µ is locally finite bypasses such a problem, and the sum will
be finite. For this calculation set α = dlog2(L+ 1)e. For y ∈ BV (x, 2r), we see
that
BV (y, ) ⊂ BV (x, 2r + ).
Then by Proposition 3.1.1, it clear that BV (x, 2r + ) ⊂ BX(x, 3(2r + )). We
see that
m(BV (x, 2r)) =
∑
y∈2BV
µ(BX(y, )) ≤ C4µµ(BX(x, 3(2r + ))),
where the C4µ term appears due to the bounded overlap of metric balls. Now,
by using the doubling property of µ repeatedly, we may reduce the size of the
ball we take the measure on the right-hand side of the above inequality. The
number of times that we invoke the doubling property of µ is dependent on α,
which only depends on the quasi-convexity constant of X, and not on , r, or
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the point x. Continuing from above,
C4µµ(BX(x, 3(2r + ))) ≤ C6+2αµ µ
(
BX
(
x,
2r + 
L+ 1
))
≤ C8+2αµ µ
(
BX
(
x,
r/2 + /4
L+ 1
))
≤ C8+2αµ µ
(
BX
(
x,
r
L+ 1
))
≤ C8+2αµ
∑
y∈BV
µ(BX(y, ))
= C8+2αµ m(BV (x, r)),
where the fourth inequality comes as a consequence of (3.2.1). Hence, m is a
doubling measure on V with doubling constant Cm = C
8+2α
µ .
We also note that the above proof can be easily modified to show the follow-
ing:
Lemma 3.2.2. Suppose (X, dX , µ) is doubling with constant Cµ, and is quasi-
convex with constant L. Let V be a maximal -seperated subset of X and let
(V, dV ,m) be constructed as above. Then for x ∈ V and r ≥ , there exists a
constant K such that
1
K
m(BV (x, r)) ≤ µ(BX(x, r)) ≤ Km(BV (x, r))
where K depends only on Cµ and L.
Remark 3.2.3. In other words, the lemma says that m and µ are comparable
at scales larger than . Also, m(BV (x, r)) and µ(BX(x,Kr)) are comparable
when r >  and K ≥ 1. This can be seen by using the doubling property of µ
and then applying it to the above lemma.
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3.3. (V, dV ,m) satisfies a discrete Poincare´ inequality
In this section we will show that V supports a discrete Poincare´ inequality in
the sense of (3.1.4), provided that (X, dX , µ) supports a Poincare´ inequality in
the sense of (2.9.5). We will do this essentially by transforming a given function
f˜ : V → R into a function f : X → R by employing a partition of unity, and
using the fact that X supports a Poincare´ inequality, and then reinterpreting
this inequality back to the discrete function f˜ . We present this result as a
lemma. To reiterate, Lemma 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.3.1, when taken together,
provide the proof of Theorem 1.0.1.
Lemma 3.3.1. Suppose that (X, dX , µ) is doubling with constant Cµ, and X
supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality for some p ≥ 1. Let V be a maximal
-separated subset of X, and let (V, dV ,m) be constructed from (X, dX , µ) as
in Section 3.1. Then (V, dV ,m) supports a discrete Poincare´ inequality in the
sense of (3.1.4).
Proof. Let V be a maximally -separated subset of X. For each a ∈ V define
the functions ψa : X → R and ϕa : X → R as in (2.2.1) and (2.2.2), respectively.
That is, we define
ψa(x) := min
{
1,
dX(x,X\B(a, 2))

}
and ϕa(x) :=
ψa(x)∑
b∈V
ψb(x)
. (3.3.1)
In the same vein as the construction of (2.2.4), we use a partition of unity to
transform the function f˜ : V → R to the function f : X → R where
f(x) :=
∑
a∈V
ϕa(x)f˜(a). (3.3.2)
It clear from the construction that f is locally Lipshitz, since f˜ is always a
locally Lipschitz function. In this context, we know that Lip(f) is an upper
gradient for f from the discussion following Definition 2.5.6. Moreover, since
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X supports a Poincare´ inequality and hence is quasiconvex, we know that for
any continuous upper gradient, g, of f , that Lip(f)(x) ≤ Cg(x) for all x ∈ X
from Lemma 2.6.3.
To continue with the proof of Lemma 3.3.1, we will show that for all a ∈ V
such that x ∈ BX(a, ) ,
Lip f(x) ≤ C
∑
a∼b
|f˜(a)− f˜(b)|

= C
∣∣∣grad f˜(a)∣∣∣ ,
where C is the Lipschitz constant of the functions ϕa . From this we glean a
lower bound for the right half of (3.1.4). So that it is clear when we are talking
about points in (V, dV ,m) and when we are discussing points in (X, dX , µ) we
will adopt the notation that a point written as a or b is a point in (X, dX , µ), and
points written as a˜ or b˜ will be points in (V, dV ,m). This is to ease the reader’s
understanding of when a point is considered as an element of (X, dX , µ), and
when it is considered as an element in (V, dV ,m). It is worth noting that if a˜
is a point in V , then a is a point in X as well.
By the maximality of V , for any x ∈ X there is some a˜0 ∈ V such that
x ∈ BX(a0, ). Since this ball is open, we assume that r < −dX(x,a0)2 so that
we only need to consider points y ∈ BX(x, r) ⊂ BX(a0, ).
We fix x ∈ X. Let Dx = {a˜ ∈ V : dX(x, a) < 2} and Dy = {a˜ ∈
V : dX(y, a) < 2}. Let D = Dx ∪ Dy, which ultimately depends on y, and
note that D ⊂ {a˜ ∈ V : dX(a, a0) < 3}. We now show a useful pointwise
bound for Lip f(x). Observe that if a˜ ∈ V \Dx then ϕa(x) = 0 and if a˜ ∈ V \Dy
then ϕa(y) = 0.
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It then follows that
|f(x)− f(y)|
r
=
1
r
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
a˜∈Dx
f˜(a˜)ϕa(x)−
∑
a˜∈Dy
f˜(a˜)ϕa(y)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
1
r
∣∣∣∣∣∑
a˜∈D
f˜(a˜)ϕa(x)−
∑
a˜∈D
f˜(a˜)ϕa(y)
−
∑
a˜∈D
f˜(a˜0)ϕa(x) +
∑
a˜∈D
f˜(a˜0)ϕa(y)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
The equality in the second line is due to the fact that
∑
a˜∈D ϕa(x) = 1 =∑
a˜∈D ϕa(y). After grouping like terms from the above, we continue:
|f(x)− f(y)|
r
=
1
r
∣∣∣∣∣∑
a˜∈D
f˜(a˜)(ϕa(x)− ϕa(y))−
∑
a˜∈D
f˜(a˜0)(ϕa(x)− ϕa(y))
∣∣∣∣∣
=
1
r
∣∣∣∣∣∑
a˜∈D
(f˜(a˜)− f˜(a˜0))(ϕa(x)− ϕa(y))
∣∣∣∣∣
≤C
r
∑
a˜∈D
|f˜(a˜)− f˜(a˜0)|dX(x, y)
≤C

∑
a˜∼a˜0
|f˜(a˜)− f˜(a˜0)|.
We may now conclude that if x ∈ B(a0, ) for some a˜0 ∈ V , then there is a
constant C that depends only on Cµ such that
Lip f(x) ≤ C
∣∣∣grad f˜(a˜0)∣∣∣ . (3.3.3)
We use this pointwise estimate to compare Lp estimates of the gradients in
preparation for the Poincare´ inequality. Let BX(x, r) be a ball in X. Using the
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results of Proposition 3.1.1 and (3.2.1), we see that
∫
BX(x,r)
(Lip f)p dµ ≤
∑
a˜∈V ∩BX(x,r+)
(∫
BX(a,)
(Lip f)p dµ
)
≤ Cp
∑
a˜∈V ∩BX(x,r+)
(∫
BX(a,)
∣∣∣grad f˜(a˜)∣∣∣p dµ)
= Cp
∑
a˜∈V ∩BX(x,r+)
∣∣∣grad f˜(a˜)∣∣∣pm(a˜)
≤ Cp
∫
BV (a˜0,(L+1)(r+2))
∣∣∣grad f˜(a˜)∣∣∣p dm(a˜).
(3.3.4)
With the above we now approach (3.1.4). Let a0 ∈ X be a nearest point to
x such that a˜0 ∈ V . Note that if r <  the discrete Poincare´ inequality (3.1.4)
is trivially valid. By using the fact that X supports a Poincare´ inequality and
by Lemma 3.2.2, we can now say for all r > 0 ,
−
∫
BX(x,r)
|f − fBX(x,r)| dµ ≤ Cr
(
−
∫
BV (a˜0,6λLr)
∣∣∣grad f˜(x˜)∣∣∣p dm(x˜)) 1p . (3.3.5)
Notice the radius for the average integral on the right hand side is 6λLr =
(3 ·2L)λr. The 3 appears from the assumption that r ≥ , and 2L appears from
both the fact that L ≥ 1 and from the constant in Lemma 3.2.2.
We now wish to verify the remaining part of the Poincare´ inequality, i.e.
replacing the left-hand side of the above inequality with one related to the
discrete function f˜ . Instead of looking for the left-hand side of (3.1.4) above,
we recall (2.9.3) and search for a bound on
−
∫
z˜∈BV
−
∫
w˜∈BV
|f˜(z˜)− f˜(w˜)|dm(w˜)dm(z˜) (3.3.6)
for some BV ⊂ V .
Given a˜ ∈ V and r > 0, we look at the ball BV (a˜, r) ⊂ V. We fix two points
z˜, w˜ ∈ BV (a˜, r). We note that BX(z, 2) ∩ V = {z} ⊂ X, and BX(w, 2) ∩ V =
{w} ⊂ X, by the -separability of V . Let x, y be elements of BX(z, 2), and
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BX(w,

2) respectively. Recalling a useful fact about the functions ϕa from
(2.2.3), we may write
f˜(z˜) =
∑
b˜∈V
f˜(z˜)ϕb(x)
=
∑
b˜∈V
f˜(z˜)ϕb(x) +
f(x)−∑
b˜∈V
f˜(b˜)ϕb(x)

=
∑
b˜∈V
(f˜(z˜)− f˜(b˜))ϕb(x) + f(x).
Similarly, we write
f˜(w˜) =
∑
b˜∈V
(f˜(w˜)− f˜(b˜))ϕb(y) + f(y).
Thus,
|f˜(z˜)− f˜(w˜)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
b˜∈V
(f˜(z˜)− f˜(b˜))ϕb(x) + f(x)−
∑
b˜∈V
(f˜(w˜)− f˜(b˜))ϕb(y)− f(y)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ |f(x)− f(y)|+
∑
b˜∈V
|f˜(z˜)− f˜(b˜)|ϕb(x) +
∑
b˜∈V
|f˜(w˜)− f˜(b˜)|ϕb(y).
Since ϕb(x) = 0 whenever x /∈ BX(b, 2), and because x ∈ BX(z, /2),
then the sum from the second term can be taken over all b˜ ∈ V such that
dX(b, z) <
5
2 , which means that we may instead just sum over neighbors.
With this in mind, and by using the triangle inequality, we see that
|f˜(z˜)− f˜(w˜)| ≤ |f(x)− f(y)|+
∑
b˜∼z˜
|f˜(z˜)− f˜(b˜)|ϕb(x) +
∑
b˜∼w˜
|f˜(w˜)− f˜(b˜)|ϕb(y).
We now turn our sights back to the double sum form of the left-hand side of
(3.3.6). Using the above comparisons, and recalling that x := xz˜ and y := yw˜
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depend on z˜ and w˜, respectively, we see that
∫
BV
∫
BV
|f˜(z˜)−f˜(w˜)|dm(w˜)dm(z˜)
≤
∫
BV
∫
BV
|f(xz˜)− f(yw˜)|dm(w˜)dm(z˜)
+
∫
BV
∫
BV
∑
z˜∼b˜
|f˜(z˜)− f˜(b˜)|dm(w˜)dm(z˜)
+
∫
BV
∫
BV
∑
w˜∼b˜
|f˜(w˜)− f˜(b˜)|dm(w˜)dm(z˜).
(3.3.7)
We work with these terms on the right-hand side separately, first with
∫
BV
∫
BV
|f(xz˜)− f(yw˜)|dm(w˜)dm(z˜). (3.3.8)
By using the doubling property in the third line and the results of (3.1.1) in
the last line, we see that
∫
BV
∫
BV
|f(xz˜)− f(yw˜)|dm(w˜)dm(z˜)
=
∑
z˜∈BV
∑
w˜∈BV
|f(xz˜)− f(yw˜)|µ(B(w, ))µ(B(z, ))
≤C2µ
∑
z˜∈BV
∑
w˜∈BV
|f(xz˜)− f(yw˜)|µ(B(w, /2))µ(B(z, /2))
≤C2µ
∑
z˜,w˜∈BV
∫
BX(z,

2
)
∫
BX(w,

2
)
|f(x)− f(y)|χB(w, 
2
)(y)χB(z, 
2
)(x)dµ(y)dµ(x)
≤C2µ
∫
BX(a,(L+2)r)
∫
BX(a,(L+2)r)
|f(x)− f(y)|dµ(y)dµ(x),
where χA, as usual, stands for the characteristic function of A ⊂ X. Now for
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the second term of our inequality from (3.3.7):
∫
BV
∫
BV
∑
b˜∼z˜
|f˜(z˜)− f˜(b˜)|dm(w˜)dm(z˜)
=
∫
BV
∫
BV
∑
z˜∼b˜
|f˜(z˜)− f˜(b˜)|dm(z˜)
 dm(w˜)
=  ·
∫
BV
[∫
BV
∣∣∣grad f˜(z˜)∣∣∣ dm(z˜)] dm(w˜)
=  ·m(BV (a˜, r))
∫
BV
∣∣∣grad f˜(z˜)∣∣∣ dm(z˜).
Clearly the same quantity can be used to bound the third term of the sum-
mation by transposing z˜ with w˜. Summarizing, from (3.3.7) we achieve
∫
BV
∫
BV
|f˜(z˜)− f˜(w˜)|dm(w˜)dm(z˜) ≤
C2µ
∫
BX(a,(L+2)r)
∫
BX(a,(L+2)r)
|f(x)− f(y)|dµ(y)dµ(x)
+ 2 ·m(BV (a˜, r))
∫
BV
∣∣∣grad f˜(z˜)∣∣∣ dm(z˜).
By Lemma 3.2.2 and Remark 3.2.3 we are free to average all these integrals to
obtain
−
∫
BV
−
∫
BV
|f˜(z˜)− f˜(w˜)|dm(w˜)dm(z˜) ≤
C−
∫
BX(a,(L+2)r)
−
∫
BX(a,(L+2)r)
|f(x)− f(y)|dµ(y)dµ(x)
+ 2−
∫
BV
∣∣∣grad f˜(z˜)∣∣∣ dm(z˜),
(3.3.9)
where C is a constant that depends only on Cµ. We now apply the Poincare´
inequality version (3.3.5) on the first term on the right-hand side of inequality
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(3.3.9). Recalling the discussion after (2.9.3), we achieve
−
∫
BV
−
∫
BV
|f˜(z˜)− f˜(w˜)|dm(w˜)dm(z˜) ≤
C1(L+ 2)r
(
−
∫
BV (a,6λL(L+2)r)
∣∣∣grad f˜(x˜)∣∣∣p dm(x˜))1/p
+ 2−
∫
BV
∣∣∣grad f˜(z˜)∣∣∣ dm(z˜),
for some constant C1 depending on the data of the Poincare´ inequality and Cµ.
Now, by employing Ho¨lder’s inequality and the assumption that  < r on the
second term on the right-hand side, we finally conclude:
−
∫
BV
−
∫
BV
|f˜(z˜)− f˜(w˜)|dm(w˜)dm(z˜) ≤ C2r
(
−
∫
λ1BV
∣∣∣grad f˜ ∣∣∣p dm)1/p .
This is the desired Poincare´ inequality. The constants C2 and λ1 ultimately
depend only on the data of the Poincare´ inequality and the doubling constant
of X. Along with Section 3.2, the above shows that if a metric measure space,
(X, dX , µ), supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality and is doubling, then the dis-
cretization, (V, dV ,m), supports a discrete (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality and is dou-
bling. Therefore Theorem 1.0.1 is proved.
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Chapter 4
(X, d, µ) Supports a
(1, p)-Poincare´ Inequality
In this chapter we will present a proof of Theorem 1.0.2. In light of Theo-
rem 1.0.1, it is natural to inquire whether having a sequence of constructed
graphs made from -separated sets of a metric measure space (X, dX , µ) that
support a discrete Poincare´ inequality in the sense of (3.1.4) with uniform data
implies that (X, dX , µ) supports a Poincare´ inequality in the sense of (2.9.2).
This proof verifies that it is true if the sequence of graphs satisfy a few non-
trivial conditions. Moreover, the construction of (V, dV ,m) in the proof of The-
orem 1.0.1 provides us with a constructive method to obtain such a sequence.
Recall that we begin with a doubling complete metric measure space (X, dX , µ).
We begin by supposing that (X, dX , µ) supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality.
By Theorem 1.0.1, we can make an embedded sequence of graphs (Vi, dVi ,mi)
constructed as in Section 3.1 with maximally i-separated sets into X where
i = 1/2
i−1. Moreover, we can construct these Vi sets so that they are nested,
simply be adding points to Vi until it is a maximal i+1-separated set. Recall
that ni is the embedding map of Vi into X with the property that for every
z ∈ Vi, and for every j ∈ N, there exists a unique w ∈ Vi+j with ni+j = ni(z).
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By construction, we see that
dH(ni(Vi), X) ≤ Vi → 0
as i → ∞. Lemma (3.1.1) guarantees that dVi is biLipschitz equivalent to dX
for all x, y ∈ Vi. Lemma (3.2.2) showed that µ is comparable to mi on balls with
radius greater than Vi . Section 3.2 showed that mi was doubling, with doubling
constant independent of Vi , ensuring that the entire family (Vi, dVi ,mi) has a
uniform doubling constant. Section 3.3 showed that all (Vi, dVi ,mi) support a
(1, p)-Poincare´ inequality with data independent of Vi . Thus, one direction of
the theorem is proved. The rest of this chapter is dedicated to the proof of
the converse direction, wherein we begin with a nested embedded sequence of
graphs satisfying the appropriate properties and show that (X, dX , µ) supports
a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality.
The proof will proceed as follows. In Section 4.1 we transform the sequence
of graphs, (Vi) into a new sequence of connected topological spaces. This is
necessary to use Theorems 2.11.7 and 2.11.8 to verify the (1, p)-Poincare´ in-
equality on X. Once we have connected spaces with modified measures and
metrics, we will show that they still are doubling spaces and support (1, p)-
Poincare´ inequalities with uniform data in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. In
Section 4.4, we will introduce a biLipschitz change on each of their metrics,
that does not change the dependence of the uniform data for the Poincare´ in-
equalities these spaces support. In Section 4.5 we will show that these spaces
pointed measure Gromov-Hausdorff converge to some space (X, dX , µ) where µ
is a comparable measure to µ. Along with the information from Remark 2.10.3,
we can then conclude that (X, dX , µ) supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ with data that
only depends upon the uniform data of the discrete Poincare´ inequality that
each of the nested graphs supports and the doubling constant of µ.
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4.1. Extension from Vi
Assume that there exists a nested embedded sequence of graphs (Vi, dVi ,mi)
into X such that:
(1) The Hausdorff distance, dH(ni(Vi), X) = Hi, is finite for all i ≥ 0 and
Hi → 0 as i→∞.
(2) There is a constant L > 1 such that for all i ≥ 0 and all x, y ∈ Vi,
1
L
d(ni(x), ni(y)) ≤ dVi(x, y) ≤ Ld(ni(x), ni(y)).
(3) There is a constant K > 1 such that for all i ≥ 0 all r > Hi and x ∈ Vi
1
K
≤ mi(BVi(x, r))
µ(BX(x, r))
≤ K.
(4) (Vi, dVi ,mi) are all doubling with uniform doubling constant.
(5) (Vi, dVi ,mi) all support a (1,p)-Poicare´ inequality with uniform data.
We may extend each Vi into a path connected space, Gi, in a similar manner
as in Section 3 of [Sha03], by placing an isomorphic copy of the interval [0, Vi ]
between each set of neighbors as discussed in Remark 2.4.1. In this context,
Vi is the dVi distance between neighbors in Vi. As in the proof of Theorem
1.0.1, we will use the notion x˜ to refer to a point in Vi when it is considered as
a subset of the extended connected graph Gi. This is so the reader can easily
tell when a point is being considered as a subset of X with its metric, V with
its graph metric, or Gi with a metric that will be defined.
We now adjust the metric and measure for Gi. We say that two vertices
x˜, y˜ in Vi ⊂ Gi have a distance d˜Gi(x˜, y˜) := di(x˜, y˜). If x˜ is a vertex and
y˜ is on an edge which is connected to x˜, we use the obvious length distance
inherited from the isomorphic copy of [0, Vi ]. If x˜ is a point on the edge and
y˜ is a vertex which is not an endpoint for the edge that x˜ is on, we select the
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vertex v˜x˜ on the edge that x˜ is on which minimizes the following expression:
d˜Gi(x˜, y˜) := di(y˜, v˜x˜) + |x˜− v˜x˜|. If both x˜ and y˜ are on edges, we extend as in
the previous case in the obvious way. We note that when finding the distance
between two points on an edge, it may not be the case that distance is found by
selecting the closest vertices to the points, but becomes the minimum distance
of 4 different paths that involve the associated vertices. This defines a new
metric, d˜Gi , on our space Gi.
We also build a new measure mi in terms of mi such that mi is comparable
to mi on balls with radius greater than Vi . This implies that mi is comparable
to µ on balls with radius greater than Vi just as mi is by assumption (3). If U
is a subset of Gi, then we define
mi(U) =
∑
I
length(I ∩ U)
Vi
[mi(x˜I) +mi(y˜I)] ,
where the sum is over the intervals I = [0, Vi ] such that I ∩ U 6= ∅, and
each I has associated endpoints x˜I and y˜I . Length is, of course, understood as
Lebesgue measure. Because of the uniform bound on degree in the graph Vi
necessitated by the doubling condition property, (3) also holds for mi. We now
want to verify that this extended space (Gi, d˜Gi ,mi) has a doubling measure,
and supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality in the traditional sense of (2.9.2).
Similar proofs to the next two lemmas can be found in [Sha03] for the case that
Vi = 1 and mi(x˜) = 1 for all x˜ ∈ Vi ⊂ Gi. In this paper, we present a general
case that includes more general measures and metrics.
4.2. mi is a doubling measure
Lemma 4.2.1. The measure mi is doubling.
Proof. We first consider x˜ ∈ Vi, and will discuss a point on an edge shortly.
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Case 1: If r ≤ Vi , then
r
Vi
mi(B(x˜, r)) =
r
Vi
mi(x˜) ≤ r
Vi
∑
I
[mi(x˜) +mi(y˜I)] = mi(B(x˜, r)),
where the sum is over all edges I that have x˜ as an endpoint. The other endpoint
of such an edge I is denoted y˜I . Notice
mi(B(x˜, r)) ≤
∑
I
r
Vi
mi(B(x˜, 2Vi)) ≤
Cr
Vi
mi(B(x˜, Vi)) =
Cr
Vi
mi(B(x˜, r)),
where C is a constant that only depends on the doubling constant of mi. Comb-
ing these two facts, we see that
mi(B(x˜, 2r)) ≤ Cr
Vi
mi(B(x˜, 2r)) ≤ 2Cmi(B(x˜, r)).
Case 2: If r ≥ Vi , then we notice that the largest length of any edge in
B(x˜, r) is Vi . We see that
mi(B(x˜, r)) =
∑
I
length(I ∩ U)
Vi
[mi(z˜I) +mi(y˜I)]
≤
∑
I
[mi(z˜I) +mi(y˜I)]
≤ 2C4 mi(B(x˜, r + Vi))
≤ 2C5 mi(B(x˜, r)).
Recall that the maximum degree of any vertex in Vi is bounded by C
4. It is
trivial to see that mi(B(x˜, r)) ≤ mi(B(x˜, r)) in this case, and so mi and mi are
comparble, and hence mi is doubling.
Now, we consider the case that x˜ is not in Vi. Let v˜ be a nearest vertex to
x˜. We have multiple cases to consider:
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Case 1: If r ≥ Vi , we note that
B(v˜, r − Vi) ⊂ B(x˜, r) ⊂ B(v˜, r + Vi).
Thus, by the previous cases considered above for points in Vi, we have that
mi(B(x˜, 2r)) ≤ mi(B(v˜, 2r + Vi)) ≤ Cmi(B(v˜, r/2))
≤ Cmi(B(v˜, r − Vi)) ≤ Cmi(B(x˜, r)),
where C depends on the doubling constant of mi.
Case 2: If Vi/4 < r ≤ Vi , we note that mi(v˜) is comparable to mi(w˜) for
any w˜ at distance 2Vi or less away from v˜. This is because of the doubling
of mi. Then mi(B(x˜, 2r)) is bounded above a constant times the sum of all
the mi measures of vertices w˜ at distance 2Vi or less away from v˜, which is
comparable to mi(v˜). But mi(B(x˜, r)) ≥ mi(v˜)/4 because r > Vi/4 and the
definition of mi. So doubling follows.
Case 3: If r ≤ Vi/4, this case follows from the fact that B(x˜, 2r) can only
contain edges connected to v˜, and that the degree of v˜ is at most C4.
4.3. (Gi, d˜Gi,mi) supports a p-Poincare´ inequality
Lemma 4.3.1. If (Vi, di,mi) supports a discretized (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality
in the sense of (3.1.4), then (Gi, d˜Gi ,mi) supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality
in the sense of (2.9.2).
Proof. Let u : Gi → R be a Lipschitz function, and recall that Lipu is an upper
gradient of u. If B is a ball centered on an edge that does not intersect a vertex
point, then the Poincare´ inequality is satisfied by virtue of being an interval in
R. Since we have shown that mi is doubling, then any ball that is centered on
an edge in Gi and does intersect a vertex point is contained within a ball that
is centered at a vertex in Gi, with a larger radius. Thus, the measure of these
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two balls would be comparable. We will assume that the ball, B, is centered at
a vertex, x˜.
Case 1: The radius r ≤ Vi . For y˜ a neighbor of x˜, let ry˜ represent a point
on the interval connecting x˜ to y˜ with a distance of r from x˜. We see that
|u(sy˜)− u(x˜)| ≤
∫ sy˜
x˜
|Lipu(τ y˜)|dτ, (4.3.1)
where dτ is the Lebesgue measure on [0, Vi ].
Recalling in the formulation of one of the alternative forms of the Poincare´
inequality, (2.9.7), we noticed
−
∫
B
|u− uB| dmi ≤ 2−
∫
B
|u(x˜)− u| dmi.
This right-hand value is what we will use to show our Poincare´ inequality. That
is, we have reduced the verification to showing that
−
∫
B
|u(x˜)− u| dmi ≤ Cr
(
−
∫
λB
(Lipu)pdmi
)1/p
as our desired Poincare´ inequality.
Recalling (2.6.2), we see that
−
∫
B
|u(x˜)− u| dmi = 1
mi(B)
∫
B
|u(x˜)− u| dmi
=
1
mi(B)
∑
y˜∼x˜
∫ ry˜
x˜
|u(x˜)− u(sy˜)| dmi(sy˜)
≤ 1
mi(B)
∑
y˜∼x˜
∫ ry˜
x˜
(∫ sy˜
x˜
|Lipu(τ y˜)|dτ
)
dmi(sy˜)
≤ 1
mi(B)
∑
y˜∼x˜
∫ ry˜
x˜
∫ ry˜
x˜
|Lipu(τ y˜)|dτdmi(sy˜).
We notice that dmi(τy) =
mi(x˜)+mi(y˜)
Vi
dτ , and so
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−
∫
B
|u(x˜)− u| dmi ≤ r
mi(B)
∑
y˜∼x˜
∫ ry˜
x˜
|Lipu(τ y˜)| dmi(τ y˜)
= r−
∫
B
|Lipu| dmi.
Now, by using Ho¨lder’s inequality, we have a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality.
Case 2: The radius r > Vi . We define a new function uˆ as the restriction
of u to the vertex set Vi. Now, consider the piecewise linear extension of uˆ to
Gi, which we will denote u˜. Note that u˜ and u agree on Vi ⊂ Gi. To avoid
confusion, we will distinguish the average value of u˜ on B with respect to Vi
and Gi as follows:
u˜B :=
1
mi(B)
∑
x˜∈B
u˜(x˜)mi(x˜), uB :=
1
mi(B)
∫
B
u˜(x˜) dmi(x˜).
Let f = u˜ − u, which vanishes on Vi, and note that fB = uB − uB. Next we
consider our Poincare´ inequality using the alternate form from (2.9.7) for the
right-hand side. Clearly we see that
−
∫
B
|u− uB|dmi ≤ −
∫
B
|u˜− uB|dmi +−
∫
B
|f − fB|dmi. (4.3.2)
We will investigate the two terms on the right-hand separately. First, we con-
sider
−
∫
B
|u˜− uB|dmi.
By the proof of Lemma 4.2.1, mi(B(y˜, Vi)) is comparable to mi(y˜) for all y˜ ∈ Vi.
We note that
Lip u˜(z˜) =
|u˜(x˜)− u˜(y˜)|
Vi
,
whenever z˜ is in the edge connecting vertices x˜ and y˜, and by inequality (3.1.3)
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1mi(B)
∑
z˜∈B
|u˜(z˜)− u˜B|mi(z˜) ≤ Cr
(
1
mi(λB)
∑
z∈λB
| grad u˜(z˜)|pmi(z˜)
)1/p
≤ C ′r
(
1
mi(2λB)
∫
2λB
|Lip u˜(z˜)|pdmi
)1/p
.
The switch from C to C ′ is to call attention to the comparability constant
that is used to change from mi(z˜) to mi(B(z˜, Vi)), and to call attention to the
doubling of λ in our integral.
We know from one-dimensional calculus that, on edges, linear functions have
the smallest p−energy integrals among all Sobolev functions with the same
boundary values. That is, since u˜ is a p-harmonic function on each individual
edge, ∫
I
|Lip u˜|pdmi ≤
∫
I
|Lipu|pdmi, (4.3.3)
whenever I is an edge connecting two points in Vi. Thus, we have that
1
mi(B)
∑
z˜∈B
|u˜(z˜)− u˜B|mi(z˜) ≤ Cr
(
−
∫
2λB
|Lipu|pdmi
)1/p
, (4.3.4)
for some constant C. We may assume that u˜B = 0 as subtracting a constant
does not change the upper gradient. Let z˜ ∼ w˜ in 2B, and let Γz˜w˜ be the edge
connecting z˜ to w˜. Since u˜ is a linear function, we see that
∫
Γz˜w˜
|u˜| dmi ≤ |u˜(z˜)|+ |u˜(w˜)|
2
mi(Γz˜w˜).
Then we see that
∫
B
|u˜| dmi ≤
∑
z˜∈2B
|u˜(z˜)|mi(B(z˜, Vi)).
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That is, we can now say that
1
mi(B)
∫
B
|u˜| dmi ≤ 1
mi(B)
∑
z˜∈2B
|u˜(z˜)|mi(B(z˜, Vi)).
Recalling (2.9.7), the fact that that mi(B) is comparable to mi(B), and making
use of (4.3.4), we arrive at
−
∫
B
|u˜− uB|dmi ≤ Cr
(
−
∫
2λB
|Lipu|pdmi
)1/p
. (4.3.5)
Now we look at the second term of the right-hand side of (4.3.2):
−
∫
B
|f − fB| dmi.
First we see that
∫
B
|f − fB| dmi =
∑
I∩B 6=∅
∫
I
|f − fB| dmi,
where I is an edge in Gi. Recalling that f = 0 on Vi, and using the same
argument as in Case 1 on each of these integrals, we easily find that on each
edge I with z˜ as one of its endpoints
∫
I
|f − fB| dmi ≤ 2
∫
I
|f | dmi = 2
∫
I
|f − f(z˜)| dmi ≤ 2Vi
∫
I
|Lip f | dmi.
Summing up over all the intervals, taking averages, and noting that r > Vi , we
have
−
∫
B
|f − fB| dmi ≤ 2r−
∫
B
|Lip f | dmi.
Hence,
−
∫
B
|f − fB| dmi ≤ 2r−
∫
B
|Lip f | dmi ≤ 2r
(
−
∫
B
|Lip u˜| dmi +−
∫
B
|Lipu| dmi
)
.
Recalling the fact stated in (4.3.3), and applying Ho¨lder’s inequality, we then
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have that
−
∫
B
|f − fB| dmi ≤ 4r
(
−
∫
B
|Lipu|p dmi
)1/p
.
Using this as well as the bound from (4.3.5) in (4.3.2), we arrive at our (1, p)-
Poincare´ inequality:
−
∫
B
|u− uB| dmi ≤ Cr
(
−
∫
λ1B
|Lipu|p dmi
)1/p
,
where C and λ1 are some constants that depend only on the doubling constant
of mi and the data for the discretized Poincare´ inequality on Vi.
4.4. biLipschitz change in metrics
We have transformed the sequence of discrete graphs, (Vi, di,mi), to a sequence
of topologically connected spaces, (Gi, d˜Gi ,mi), that have a doubling measure,
and support a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality with data that depends only on the
uniform doubling constant and uniform data of the discrete sequence. We
introduce a change in metric from (Gi, d˜Gi) to a new metric (Gi, dGi), making
use of the assumed biLipschitz equivalence of di and dX on Vi. For two points
x˜ and y˜ in Vi ⊂ Gi, we define dGi(x˜, y˜) := dX(x, y), where x and y are the
associated points of x˜ and y˜ in X. We then extend dX to all of Gi in the same
manner that we extended di to Gi. We show that this new metric is biLipschitz
equivalent to d˜Gi in the next paragraph. This new metric allows us to finish the
proof of Theorem 1.0.2. First, (Gi, dGi ,mi) satisfies a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality
with data that only depends upon the data of (Gi, d˜Gi ,mi). This can be seen
as the Poincare´ inequality is biLipschitz invariant (see chapter 8 of [HKST15]).
Second, it is this sequence, (Gi, dGi ,mi) that we will show pointed measured
Gromov Hausdorff converges to (X, dX , µ), where µ is a comparable measure to
µ on all balls. The relative ease of this conversion is the reason behind the switch
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to dGi . Finally, Theorem 2.11.8 by Cheeger and Keith guarantees (X, dX , µ)
will carry a Poincare´ inequality. Since measures which are comparable on balls
also result in the comparability of integrals of measurable functions, (X, dX , µ)
will carry the desired Poincare´ inequality.
It is not hard to show that dGi is a metric, but it is not clear that dGi
is biLipschitz equivalent to d˜Gi . It is trivial to see that the the metrics are
biLipschitz equivalent when restricted to points on Vi ⊂ Gi, since dGi |Vi = dX ,
and d˜Gi
∣∣∣
Vi
= di in this case. A more complicated case is when x˜ and y˜ are
points on edges in Gi. For ease of exposition, we will label the associated
vertices of the edges containing these points by: x˜1, x˜2, y˜1, and y˜2 respectively.
First, without loss of generality, we will take
d˜Gi(x˜, y˜) = di(x˜1, y˜1) + |x˜− x˜1|+ |y˜ − y˜1|.
Recall that dGi is found by finding a shortest path through Gi from x˜ to y˜. Let
L be the Lipschitz constant between dX and di. Since L ≥ 1,
dGi(x˜, y˜) ≤ dX(x˜1, y˜1) + |x˜− x˜1|+ |y˜ − y˜1|
≤ Ldi(x˜1, y˜1) + L|x˜− x˜1|+ L|y˜ − y˜1|
= Ld˜Gi(x˜, y˜).
Conversely, if we have that
dGi(x˜, y˜) = dX(x˜1, y˜1) + |x˜− x˜1|+ |y˜ − y˜1|,
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then we see that
d˜Gi(x˜, y˜) ≤ di(x˜1, y˜1) + |x˜− x˜1|+ |y˜ − y˜1|
≤ LdX(x˜1, y˜1) + L|x˜− x˜1|+ L|y˜ − y˜1|
= LdGi(x˜, y˜).
The cases where either x˜ or y˜ is a vertex are subcases of the above. Indeed,
if x˜ is a vertex, then we may call it x˜1 and the term |x˜ − x˜1| is zero, and the
above still holds. Thus, we have biLipschitz equivalence of dGi and d˜Gi , with
the same biLipschitz constant of L. This implies, by the discussion above, that
the family of (Gi, dGi ,mi) supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality with uniform
data that depends only upon the doubling constant of mi, L, and the data from
(Gi, d˜Gi ,mi).
4.5. Pointed measured Gromov-Hausdorff convergence
of metric graphs
This section will be dedicated to proving:
Lemma 4.5.1. A subsequence of (Gi, dGi ,mi) converges in the pointed mea-
sured Gromov-Hausdorff sense to (X, dX , µ), where µ is comparable to µ.
As per the discussion in the first paragraph of the previous section, the proof
of this lemma will finish the proof of Theorem 1.0.2.
Proof of Lemma 4.5.1. Let q be a point in V1, and we will also refer to q when
we mean n1(q) ∈ X by an abuse of notation. Because (Vi, dVi ,mi) is a nested
embedding into X, then there is a representative q ∈ Vi for all i ∈ N. We begin
by showing that (Gi, dGi , q)
GH→ (X, dX , q). Let r > 0 and 0 < η < r be fixed
numbers. For each Gi we introduce the maps fi : Gi → X where fi|Vi = ni,
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and fi maps points on the edge set to a closest vertex. That is,
fi(x˜) = x1 ∈ Vi ⊂ X,
where |x˜ − x˜1| ≤ Vi2 . For a point x˜ ∈ Gi on an edge with associated vertices
x˜1, x˜2 ∈ Vi such that dGi(x˜, x˜1) = dGi(x˜, x˜2), fi may be chosen to take x˜ to
either vertex. It is clear that each member of {fi} is independent of r and η, and
may be used for any choice of these numbers. Furthermore, the first requirement
of pointed Gromov-Hausdorff convergence, given in Definition 2.11.4, is trivially
satisfied with these maps.
We notice that since we assume that Vi+1 ⊂ Vi, and Hi → 0, then Vi → 0 as
i→∞. Select i0 large enough so that Vi < η2L for all i ≥ i0. Let x˜, y˜ ∈ BGi(q, r)
for some i ≥ i0. If x˜ and y˜ are both vertices, then dX(x, y) = dGi(x˜, y˜), and
the second requirement of pointed Gromov-Hausdorff convergence is guaranteed
trivially. However, if x˜ and y˜ are not vertices, then we still see that
|dX(fi(x˜), fi(y˜))− dGi(x˜, y˜)| < 2LVi < η.
For the third requirement, we need to verify thatBX(q, r−η) ⊂ Nη(fi(BGi(q, r))).
This is easily verified since
BX(q, r − η) ⊂ fi(BGi(q, r − η + Vi)) ⊂ fi(BGi(q, r)).
Thus, we see that
(Gi, dGi , q)
GH→ (X, dX , q).
Since both X and Gi are separable, there exists isometric embeddings of each
into `∞ by Freche´t’s Theorem discussed in Lemma 2.5.1. Since the vertices of
Gi are an embedded subset of X, we can require embeddings that are equal
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when restricted to Vi ⊂ X and Vi ⊂ Gi. Then we see that
d`
∞
H (ι(BX(q, r)), ιi(BGi(q, r))) < Hi + Vi ,
where ι and ιi are the embeddings of X and Gi into `
∞ respectively. We
see that Hi + i goes to 0 as i → ∞. Thus, to verify the pointed measured
Gromov-Hausdorff convergence of (Gi, dGi ,mi), we only need to verify that
(ιi)#mibBGi(qi, r) converges in the weak∗ sense to a measure that is comparable
on metric balls to (ι)#µbBX(q, r). An application of the Banach-Steinhaus
theorem and the Reisz representation theorem guarantee that a subsequence
does indeed weak∗ converge to some measure µ. Thus, we have that
(Gi, dGi ,mi)
GH→ (X, dX , µ).
By Theorem 2.11.7, we know that (X, dX , µ) has µ as a doubling measure with
a constant that ultimately depends on L and the uniform doubling constant of
the family of mi. We also have, by Theorem 2.11.8, that (X, dX , µ) supports
a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality with data that only depends on L, the uniform
doubling constant of the family of mi, and the uniform data of the family
(Vi, di,mi). Since for all i ≥ i0 we have that mi is comparable to µ, then µ is
also comparable to µ by construction.
We now assert that (X, dX , µ) supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality. This can
be seen since changing equation (2.9.2) by a comparable measure only gives a
different constant C which depends upon the comparability constant of the two
measures, as can be recalled from the discussion in Remark 2.10.3. In this case,
the comparability constant depends upon L and the doubling constant for mi.
Hence, (X, dX , µ) supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality with data that depends
on L, the uniform doubling constant of the family of mi, and the uniform
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Poincare´ inequality data of the family (Vi, di,mi).
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Chapter 5
Examples
5.1. The Euclidean plane
We present an example of how it may be more feasible to calculate the Poincare´
inequality on discretized spaces than on a more complex space. We will consider
R2 with Euclidean distance d, and Lebesgue measure µ. For each i ∈ N we set
Vi :=
1
2i
(Z× Z), where the step size between neighbors is 1
2i
. That is, we take
i =
1
2i
. We will show that (Vi, di,mi) supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality for
1 ≤ p < ∞, where di and mi are constructed as in Section 3.1. We consider a
ball, B, of radius n ∈ N centered at the point (0, 0). Let x and y be two points
in B. By the construction of Z× Z, there is a path of points p0, p1, . . . , pk ∈ B
such that x = p0 ∼ p1 ∼ · · · ∼ pk = y. To assign these points, let γ be the
straight line path in R2 from x to y. We have that γ is a rectifiable curve and
length(γ) = |x − y|. We set ti to be the point on γ such that x = t0, tk = y,
and for each i we have that |ti − ti−1| = i, with the exception of |tk − tk−1|,
which may be less than or equal to i. For each ti along γ, there is a point
in Vi within i distance from ti on γ. We let pi be these points, and see that
|pi − pi−1| ≤ 3i. Thus, for each i, we have that pi ∼ pi−1. By the triangle
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inequality, we see that
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤
k∑
i=1
|f(pi)− f(pi−1)|.
We will integrate both sides of the above inequality. Such integration, along
with the observation that pi ∼ pi+1 yields
∑
x∈B
|f(x)− f(y)|mi(x) ≤ C
∑
x∈B
∑
z∼x
|f(z)− f(x)|mi(x),
where C is a constant depending on the doubling constant of mi. Since the
radius of the ball is n for some n ∈ N, and thus n ≥ 1, then we can also say
that ∑
x∈B
|f(x)− f(y)|mi(x) ≤ Cn
∑
x∈B
∑
z∼x
|f(z)− f(x)|mi(x).
Since each mi has a doubling constant that is uniform across all i ∈ N, this C
is uniform among all i as well. In fact, we may take C to be 256, which is the
doubling constant of µ to the fourth power. Integrating again on both sides we
see that
∑
y∈B
∑
x∈B
|f(x)− f(y)|mi(x)mi(y) ≤ Cnmi(B)
∑
x∈B
∑
z∼x
|f(z)− f(x)|mi(x).
By averaging both the two summations on the left-hand side of the inequality,
we arrive at a (1, 1)-Poincare´ inequality:
−
∫
B
−
∫
B
|f(x)− f(y)| dmi(x)dmi(y) ≤ Cn−
∫
B
| grad f(x)| dmi(x).
Through use of Ho¨lder’s inequality, we arrive at the desired discrete (1, p)-
Poincare´ inequality:
−
∫
B
−
∫
B
|f(x)− f(y)|dmi(x)dmi(y) ≤ Cn
(
−
∫
B
| grad f(x)|pdmi(x)
) 1
p
.
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Thus by the results of Theorem 1.0.2, one can show that (R2, d, µ) also sup-
ports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality for any p ≥ 1
5.2. Bowtie space
Here we see how the Poincare´ inequality might fail for some values of p. We
consider the “bowtie” space, X, given by
X = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : −|x| ≤ y ≤ |x|}.
Figure 5.1.: Bowtie space
We make the metric measure space (X, d, µ), where d is the Euclidean dis-
tance for R2, and µ is the standard Lebesgue measure for R2 restricted to X.
Let i := 2
−i for i ∈ N, and take 0 := 1. We construct a series of discretizations
of (X, d, µ), by defining Vi := i(Z × Z) ∩ X for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . We construct
di and mi as the metric and measure on Vi as is done in Section 3.1. Then
(Vi, di,mi) is our desired sequence of discretizations approximating (X, d, µ).
We would like to see how the discrete Poincare´ inequality acts on this sequence.
First, we will consider a ball centered at the point 0 := (0, 0) ⊂ X, with radius
1. This ball will remain unchanged in each (Vi, di,mi). However, we will denote
Bi = B(0, 1) ⊂ Vi to clarify what space we are in. Now consider the function
f : X → {0, 1} given by
f((a, b)) :=

0, a ≤ 0;
1, a > 0.
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We can easily restrict f to points on Vi, and see that f is well defined on each
of the approximations. We now look at the Poincare´ inequality for the first few
spaces in our sequence, and glean a pattern. For V0, the Poincare´ inequality is
trivial, since the only point in B0(0, 1) is the point 0. Thus the right-hand side
of the Poincare´ inequality becomes
1
m(0)2
∑
x∈B0
∑
y∈B0
|f(x)− f(y)|m(y)m(x) = 0.
Thus, the left-hand side can be any value, and the Poincare´ inequality is trivially
satisfied.
Now let us consider (V1, d1,m1). When considering the ball centered at 0
with radius 1, we must consider how many points have been added to our ball
with this graph distance. There are 18 points that have become direct neighbors
of the 0, thus 19 total points inside the ball Bi(0, 1). For the right-hand side of
the Poincare´ inequality we have that
1
m1(B1)2
∑
x∈B1
∑
y∈B1
|f(x)− f(y)|m1(y)m1(x).
This formula evaluates to 0 for any two x and y that lie on the same side of
X. Thus, we only need to consider the x, y combinations such that x is on one
side of X, and y is on the other giving |f(x)− f(y)| = 1 in each instance. This
gives us
420
m(B)2
m1(0).
The reason that we have m1(0) in each each term is that for any x not on the
boundary of X, 2mi(0) = mi(x) for all i. For those x on the boundary of X,
then mi(x) = mi(0). We gained a total of 8 points on the boundary of X in
the calculation above. Recall that the definition of mi(Bi) is given by
mi(Bi) :=
∑
x∈B1
µ(x, i),
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which, by the above reasoning for points on the boundary, becomes 29m1(0).
Thus, the right hand side of the Poincare´ inequality for V1 is
420m1(0)
2
(29m1(0))2
=
420
841
.
Now let us consider the right-hand side of the Poincare´ inequality for (V1, d1,m1).
We start by looking at the term
 1
m1(B1)
∑
x∈B1
∑
x∼y
|f(x)− f(y)|p
p1
m(x)
1/p
=
 1
m1(B1)
∑
x∈B1
∑
x∼y
2p|f(x)− f(y)|pm(x)
1/p .
What is interesting here is that only the points close to 0 contribute to the
above formula. This is because if x is in B1, but none of its neighbors crosses
to the other side of X, then the above would evaluate to zero. Thus, it is only
necessary to consider a total of 18 points and their neighbors. This gives us
(
67m(0)
29m(0)
2p
)1/p
= 2
(
67
29
)1/p
.
Thus the Poincare´ inequality for (V1, d1,m1) would be satisfied if we can find a
constant, C > 0, such that
420
841
≤ 2C
(
67
29
)1/p
.
We do not absorb the 2 into the constant C, for the reason that this 2 came
about as being 1/1, and will change when we go further in the sequence. In
the case of V1, and for a given p ≥ 1, we can select a C such that
C ≥ 1
2
(
420
841
)(
29
67
)1/p
.
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We would like to know what happens as we go further through the sequence.
It is clear that the left-hand side of the Poincare´ inequality will approach 1/2
from below, since as i increases, we see that Bi(0, 1) has more points with just
over half of them evaluating to 0 under f , and just under half evaluating to 1
under f . The number of points evaluating to 0 and 1 differ by 1 since the point
0 breaks the symmetry of the construction. Thus, the average oscillation would
naturally approach 1/2. It is really the right-hand side that gives us an inter-
esting insight. We note that the inequality we had for (V1, d1,m1) did not have
any dependency on m1(0) = pi/8. In fact, when we continue our calculations
for further Vi, then the right-hand side of their Poincar e inequalities does not
depend on mi(0) = 
2
ipi. However, we will see that the right-hand side of the
Poincare´ inequality will depend on the number of points that are inside of Bi.
Also, adding points into Bi(0, 1) as i increases does not change the number of
points that are close enough to 0 to evaluate to a non-zero sum. Also, this does
not effect the number of pertinent neighbors for each of those points used in
use for the non-trivial terms of the sum. That is to say, that 671/p appears in
each evaluation of the right-side of the Poincare´ for (Vi, di,mi) for each i ≥ 1.
The two terms that do change as i increases are the values of i, and
1
mi(Bi)1/p
.
That is, as we continue further into the sequence (Vi, di,mi), we will have
Poincare´ inequalities that appear as follows
1/2− δ−i ≤ C 2
i
mi(Bi)1/p
,
for some constant C > 0 that depends on p, but does not depend on i, and δ
is some error term such that 0 < δ << 1. The difficulty may come if the right-
hand side decreases to 0 as i increases. For each step in i, we it not difficult to
see that mi(Bi) increases on the order of 2
2i. This is made apparent by noticing
that mi(Bi) is comparable to the number of points that lie inside of Bi. If m
is the number of points in Bi, then there are approximately m
2 points in Bi+1,
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since we’ve added a points dyadically. Thus, mi(Bi)  22i = (2i)2, where 
means that they are comparable by some constant that not not depend on i.
With this in mind, we would then like to select a p ≥ 1 such that
1
2
≤ C 2
i
mi(Bi)1/p)
 2
i
(22i)1/p
.
Through simple algebra, we see that
(
22i
)1/p ≤ 2i+1 ⇒ 1
p
(2i) log(2) ≤ (i+ 1) log(2)⇒ 2i
i+ 1
≤ p.
As i goes to infinity, we see that p ≥ 2. Thus, the bowtie space can support
a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality for any p ≥ 2. However, by Theorem 1.0.2, the
bowtie space can not support a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality for any p such that
1 ≤ p < 2.
5.3. Dumbbell space
For the last example of this chapter, we will find that a particular space can only
support a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality for p that depend on the maximal degree
of the approximating spaces. We introduce the “dumbbell” space, denoted
by X. Let [x, y] × {0} be a compact interval of unit length embedded as a
subset of R2. Let x1, x2, . . . , xd−1 be distinct points such that |xi − x| = 1 for
i = 1, 2, . . . , d − 1. Similarly, let y1, y2, . . . yd−1 be distinct points such that
|yi − y| = 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , d − 1. Let Ii be the straight line path between x
and xi, and let Ji be the straight line path between y and yi. The union of
[x, y]× {0}, each Ii, and each Ji is the dumbbell space X. We will consider X
as a subspace of R2. Refer to the photo for a possible picture of X.
Notice that the dumbbell space is not uniquely defined. Depending on the
choice of d ∈ N, there could be more or less Iis and Jis. It is easy to see that we
can discretize X by creating a vertex set V , made up of the endpoints of each Ii
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Figure 5.2.: Dumbbell space.
and Ji. We say two points z, w ∈ V are neighbors if there is an an i such that z
and w are the endpoints of some Ii, Ji, or if z and w are the endpoints of [x, y].
We denote neighbors in the usual way, z ∼ w. We will imbue V with a metric
and measure. For simplicity, we assume that the distance between neighbors
on V is 1, and the measure m is a counting measure on V .
We want to consider the discretized Poincare´ inequality on this dumbbell
space. We will be viewing a particularly interesting function f : V → R. That
is, we let f(z) = 0 if z ∈ {v ∈ V : v ∈ B(x, 1)\{y}}, and f(z) = 1 otherwise.
One can think of this function as being 0 on the “left” side containing x, and
1 on the “right” side containing y. If we consider a ball that does not contain
both x and y, then the Poincare´ inequality is trivial. Thus, we consider a ball
B such that x, y ∈ B. We see that
0 <
1
m(B)
∑
z∈B
|f(z)− fB|m(z) ≤ 1
2
.
We know that the left-hand side of the discrete Poincare´ must be positive since
the point y is in the ball, ensuring at least one positive value. We know that
the above is bounded by 12 since if B contains all of V , then there are an equal
number of points in V that evaluate to 0 as there are points that evaluate
to 1. This makes up the left-hand side of our Poincare´ inequality for any
ball that contains x and y. Since x and y are the only neighbors such that
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|f(x)− f(y)| 6= 0, that
1
m(B)
∑
z∈B
∑
w∼z
|f(z)− f(w)|pm(z) = m(x) +m(y)
m(B)
|f(x)− f(y)|p
=
m(x) +m(y)
m(B)
.
For the dumbbell space to satisfy a Poincare´ inequality, there would have to be
a constant C > 0 such that
1
2
≤ Cr
(
m(x) +m(y)
m(B)
) 1
p
.
If we take the limit as p→∞ first, then we only need
1
2
≤ Cr,
which holds with C = 1 for all r > 1. We do not consider the case that r ≤ 1,
since we required that x, y ∈ B. Thus, we see that in this particular case, the
(1,∞)-Poincare´ inequality holds. However, we will explore what happens when
one doesn’t take the limit as p goes to infinity. Since m is a counting measure,
then the above inequality evaluates to
1
2
≤ Cr
(
2
m(B)
)1/p
.
Since we know that r > 1 and m(B) ≥ 2, then we can clearly select p = 1,
and C larger than d/2 to satisfy a discrete (1, 1)-Poincare´ inequality. However,
notice that as the degree of x and y increases, the constant C must raise to
counterattack the growth of the degree. That is, C is dependent on the maximal
degree V , and goes to infinity at the same rate as the degree does. This also
implies that X will support a Poincare´ inequality with the data dependent on
the number of intervals attaching to x and y in X.
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5.4. Tree graph
We now show a more complicated space that is related to the dumbbell space,
but with less restriction on the neighbors of x and y. Instead of the neighbors
of x having degree 1, we will consider the case that all points in the graph have
degree d. Moreover, to consider a “worst case scenario”, we will assume that
these points branch out, and do not intertwine branches. That is, for each of
the d − 1 points that are neighbors to x, but not y, there are another d − 1
points of degree d, that are not neighbors with more than one neighbor of x
(see Figure 5.3). For ease of exposition, we will assume that m is the counting
measure on V .
Figure 5.3.: The point x has d− 1 neighbors other than y.
We extend the function discuss above such that f(z) = 0 when z ∈ E := {w ∈
V : dV (z, x) < dV (z, y)}, and f(z) = 1 when z ∈ F := {w ∈ V : dV (z, y) <
dV (z, x)}. By the same reasoning as for the dumbbell space, we have that a
(1, p)-Poincare´ inequality will hold for any 1 ≤ p < ∞ on balls that do not
contain x or y, as well as balls centered on x or y with radius less than or
equal to 1. Suppose that B = B(x, n) with n ∈ N. We would like there to be
constants C > 0 and p ≥ 1 such that
1
2
≤ Cn
(
m(x) +m(y)
m(B)
) 1
p
= Cn
(
2
m(B)
) 1
p
.
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Clearly, we need to find a way to speak of the size ofm(B) which, by assumption,
is the number of vertices in B. We now look at estimates of m(B), and see why
a Poincare´ inequality could not stand for this space. If B is centered at x with
a radius of n ∈ N, then for n > 1 we have that
m(B) := (d− 1)n−1 + 2
n−2∑
i=0
(d− 1)i.
It is clear that m(B) is on the order of (d− 1)n−1. Thus, we see that
log(m(B)) ≈ (n− 1) log(d− 1)⇒ n ≈ log(m(B))
log(d− 1) + 1.
We will use this estimate to determine what constant would suffice for the
Poincare´ inequality. As we have already seen, we need a constant C > 0 such
that
C ≥ 1
21+1/p
m(B)
1
p
n
≈ log(d− 1)
21+1/p
m(B)
1
p
log(m(B))
.
We notice that log(d−1)
21+1/p
is a fixed constant, and that
m(B)
1
p
log(m(B))
≈ (d− 1)
n−1
(n− 1) log(d− 1) →∞
as n grows larger. So, the constant C would depend on n, and grow in an un-
bounded fashion as n→∞. Thus, V cannot support a discrete (1, p)-Poincare´
inequality for any 1 ≤ p <∞, since for any constant C, you could increase the
radius of the balls and force the constant higher. Thus C can not be uniform
overall all balls. However, if we take p → ∞ before taking the limit of n, the
we see that the requirement on C becomes
C ≥ 1
2n
≈ log(d− 1)
2 log(m(B))
for any n > 1. For example, we could take the constant C = log(d−1)2 , and
this would suffice for a comparable bound. Thus, V supports a (1,∞)-Poincare´
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inequality. This example can be extended to approximate the bowtie space,
and with the use of Theorem 1.0.2, confirm that X supports a (1,∞)-Poincare´
inequality, but does not support a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality for any finite value
of p.
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Chapter 6
Weak Convergence of Energy
Forms
This chapter is dedicated to a proof of Theorem 1.0.3, which provides a way
to control the p-energy of a function on X by calculating energies on discrete
subsets. The aim of this theorem is to ease the computational burden when dis-
cussing p-energies on X. Throughout this chapter, we will assume that (X, d, µ)
a complete metric measure space with µ doubling and (X, d, µ) supporting a
(1, p)-Poincare´ Inequality.
For each i ∈ N, choose i > 0 such that the sequence {i} is monotonically
decreasing to zero, and choose Vi to be a maximal i-net of X. We then define
dV and m as in the proof of Theorem 1.0.1 given in Section 3.1. From the
proof of Theorem 1.0.2, we know that each of the spaces (Vi , dVi ,mi) supports
a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality with the same data, and that each mi is doubling
with the same constant.
Let f : X → R be a Lipschitz function with compact support. Recall that
the pointwise Lipschitz-constant function is the minimal p-weak upper gradient
for f , and that by making a small modification to its definition in Definition
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2.5.7, we will now refer to the pointwise (upper) Lipschitz-constant function as
Lip f(x) := lim sup
r→0
sup
y,z∈B(x,r)
y 6=z
|f(z)− f(y)|
d(y, z)
. (6.0.1)
as done in [Kei03]. As noted for Definition 2.5.7, recall that the word “con-
stant” does not modify the word “function” in the above name. Lip f(x) is not
guaranteed to be a constant function. In a similar manner, we define the Lips-
chitz constant function for a given set A ⊂ X, and a given function f : A→ R
by
Lip(f,A) := sup
x,y∈A
x 6=y
|f(x)− f(y)|
d(y, x)
. (6.0.2)
For a function f˜ : V → R, we define the discrete p-energy on V with respect to
f˜ to be
E,p(f˜) :=
∑
x˜∈V
∑
x˜∼y˜
|f˜(x˜)− f˜(y˜)|p
p
m(x˜).
In previous chapters, we used the convention of writing the discrete energies as
follows:
E,p(f˜) =
∫
V
∫
x˜∼y˜
|f˜(x˜)− f˜(y˜)|p
p
dm(x˜) =
∫
V
∣∣∣grad f˜(x˜)∣∣∣p dm(x˜).
However, in this chapter we refrain from using the integral notion since much
of the analysis done will involve the mixing of integrals in the space X and the
spaces V. The summation notation helps distinguish the two here. We recall
the statement of Theorem 1.0.3:
Theorem 1.0.3. Suppose that (X, dX , µ) is a metric measure space with µ a
doubling measure, and X supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality with p ≥ 1. Let
f : X → R be Lipschitz, and for each  > 0 define f˜ : V → R as f˜ := f |V .
Then there is exists some constant C that depends only on the doubling constant
for µ and the data for the Poincare´ inequality such that the following two
inequalities hold:
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1. lim sup→0E,p(f˜) ≤ C
∫
X(Lip(f))
p dµ.
2. lim inf→0E,p(f˜) ≥ 1C
∫
X(Lip(f))
p dµ.
The proof of this theorem will be separated into two sections. The first will
prove the first inequality, and the latter with prove the second inequality.
6.0.1. Proof of the first inequality from Theorem 1.0.3
Proof. Fix  > 0, p ≥ 1, let V be a maximally -separated subset, and let
a ∈ V. We will assume that (V, dV ,m) is the discrete metric measure space
constructed from V as in Section 3.1
As in the statement of the theorem, we will let f : X → R be Lipschitz and
define f˜ as the restriction of f to V. Choose x to be any point in BX(a, ).
For this part of our proof, we will look at bounding
∫
B(Lip f(x))
p dµ(x) from
below by the p-energy on V with respect to f˜. Let b ∈ X ∩ V be such that
dX(a, b) < 3. We see that this implies that a˜ ∼ b˜ or that a = b. For any
y ∈ BX(b, ), we notice that dX(a, y) < 4 by the triangle inequality. Given
such y ∈ X, we define the following balls Bk for every k ∈ Z by:
Bk =

BX(x, 2
−k), k > 0;
BX(y, 2
k), k < 0;
BX(x, 5), k = 0.
We see that limk→−∞ −
∫
Bk
f dµ = f(y) and limk→∞ −
∫
Bk
f dµ = f(x). Due to the
triangle inequality, we have
|f˜(a)− f˜(b)| = |f(a)− f(b)| ≤ |f(x)− f(y)|+ Lip(f ;A), (6.0.3)
where we take A := B(a, 5). We now focus on the term |f(x)− f(y)|.
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤
∑
k∈Z
∣∣fBk − fBk+1∣∣ ≤∑
k∈Z
−
∫
Bk
|f − fBk |dµ.
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Since (X, d, µ) supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ Inequality, we may apply it to the
above bound to obtain:
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤
∑
k∈Z
−
∫
Bk
|f − fBk |dµ ≤
∑
k∈Z
C rad(Bk)
(
−
∫
λBk
(Lip f)p dµ
)1/p
.
(6.0.4)
We further split this sum into two parts:
∑
k∈Z
C rad(Bk)
(
−
∫
λBk
(Lip f)p dµ
)1/p
≤ C
∑
k∈Z
2−|k|
(
−
∫
λBk
(Lip f)q dµ
)1/p
≤ C
[ ∞∑
k=0
2−k
(
−
∫
5λB(x,2−k)
(Lip f)p dµ
)
+
∞∑
k=0
2−k
(
−
∫
5λB(y,2−k)
(Lip f)p dµ
)]1/p
.
The appearance of the constant 5 in the integrals is added in order to cover the
case k = 0 in both sums. We use this case in both sums so that we can simplify
the notation by recalling Riesz potentials from the discussion in (2.5.5) for a
given function Lip f , p ≥ 1, and  > 1:
Jp,(Lip f)(x) :=
∞∑
k=0
2−k
(
−
∫
B(x,2−k)
(Lip f)p dµ
)1/p
.
By using this definition with the above bound, we may simplify the appearance
of the terms and see that
|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ C [Jp,5λ(Lip f)(x) + Jp,5λ(Lip f)(y)]
for some constant C that only depends on the doubling constant of µ and the
data from the Poincare´ inequality on X. By taking an average integral of both
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sides of this inequality, we arrive at.
−
∫
B(x,5)
( |f(x)− f(y)|

)p
dµ(y) ≤ C−p
(
Jp,5λ(Lip f)(x)
p.
+−
∫
B(x,5)
Jp,5λ(Lip f)(y)
p dµ(y)
)
.
It is here that we appeal to Lemma 2.5.8, from which it is clear that
−
∫
B(x,5)
Jp,5λ(Lip f)(y)
p dµ(y) ≤ Cp−
∫
B(x,10λ)
(Lip f)(y)p dµ(y),
with C being a constant that depends only on the doubling constant of µ and
the constants from the Poincare´ inequality data. Due to the doubling property
of µ, then for r < t < αr implies that
Jp,r(Lip f) ≤ CJp,t(Lip f).
With this fact, we now can see that
−
∫
B(x,5)
( |f(x)− f(y)|

)p
dµ(y)
≤ C
(
−pJp,5λ(Lip f)(x)p +−
∫
B(x,10λ)
(Lip f)(y)p dµ(y)
)
≤ C
(
−pJp,10λ(Lip f)(x)p +−
∫
B(x,10λ)
(Lip f)(y)p dµ(y)
)
.
By integrating this inequality over the ball B = B(a, ) ⊂ X, we see that
∫
B
−
∫
B(x,5)
( |f(x)− f(y)|

)p
dµ(y)dµ(x)
≤ C−p
∫
B
(Jp,10λ Lip f)(x)
p dµ(x) + C
∫
B
−
∫
B(x,10λ)
(Lip f)(y)p dµ(y)dµ(x)
≤ C
∫
10λB
(Lip f)(x)p dµ+ C
∫
10λB
−
∫
B(x,10λ)
(Lip f)(y)p dµ(y)dµ(x).
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Recalling that µ is a doubling, and using Fubini’s theorem, we find that
∫
10λB
−
∫
B(x,10λ)
(Lip f(y))p dµ(y)dµ(x)
=
∫
10λB
∫
10λB
χB(x, 10λ)(y)
µ(B(x, 10λ))
(Lip f(y))p dµ(y)dµ(x)
≤ C
∫
10λB
∫
10λB
χB(y, 10λ)(x)
µ(B(y, 10λ))
(Lip f(y))p dµ(x)dµ(y)
= C
∫
10λB
(Lip f)p dµ,
for some constant C.
Recalling that we have fixed the set A := B(a, 5) ⊂ X in inequality (6.0.3),
the above bound has allowed us to assert that for some constant C that only de-
pends upon the Poincare´ inequality data on (X, d, µ) and the doubling constant
of µ,
∫
B
−
∫
B(x,5)
( |f(a)− f(b)|

)p
dµ(y)dµ(x)
≤ C
(∫
10λB
(Lip f)p dµ+
∫
B
−
∫
B(x,5)
(Lip(f ;A))p dµ(y)dµ(x)
)
= C
(∫
10λB
(Lip f)p dµ+
∫
B
(Lip(f ;A))p dµ
)
≤ C
(∫
10λB
(Lip f)p dµ+
∫
10λB
(Lip f)p dµ
)
≤ C
∫
10λB
(Lip f)p dµ,
where x is any member of B(a, ).
Notice that the left-hand side of the above series of inequalities may be sim-
plified. Recall that B = B(a, ), b was selected such that a ∼ b, and that y and
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x ultimately depend upon the choice of a. In this light, we see that
∫
B
−
∫
B(x,5)
( |f(a)− f(b)|

)p
dµ(y)dµ(x) =
∫
B
( |f(a)− f(b)|

)p
dµ(x)
=
( |f(a)− f(b)|

)p
µ(B(a, ))
=
(
|f˜(a)− f˜(b)|

)p
m˜(a˜).
Recall that we selected x to depend on a, and that y was chosen in a neigh-
borhood of b. Summing the above over all a ∈ V and all b ∈ V such that a ∼ b
we obtain
∑
a∈V
∑
b∼a
(
|f˜(a)− f˜(b)|

)p
m(a) =
∑
a∈V
∑
b∼a
(
|f˜(a)− f˜(b)|

)p
µ(B(a, ))
≤
∑
a∈V
∑
b∼a
∫
B(a,)
−
∫
B(xa,5)
( |f(a)− f(b)|

)p
dµ(yb)dµ(xa)
≤ C
∑
a∈V
∑
b∼a
∫
B(a,10λ)
(Lip f)p dµ.
Since the collection {B(a, )}a∈V covers X and we have a uniform overlapping
of the balls {B(a, 10λ)}a∈V , we can now say that
∑
a∈V
∑
b∼a
(
|f˜(a)− f˜(b)|

)p
m(a) ≤ C
∫
X
(Lip f)p dµ, (6.0.5)
where C is a constant that only depends upon the doubling constant for µ and
the data of the Poincare´ inequality.
This holds for any -separated subset of X. So, we take a nested sequence
{Vi} of i-separated subsets, and for each i, we construct the space (Vi, di,mi).
We notice that the above inequality holds with constants independent of the
choice of i. Thus, taking the limit superior as  goes to zero, we finally arrive
at
lim sup
→0
∑
a∈V
∑
b∼a
|f˜(a)− f˜(b)|p
p
m(a) ≤ C
∫
X
(Lip f)p dµ.
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6.0.2. Proof of the second inequality in Theorem 1.0.3
Proof. Again we assume that (X, dX , µ) is a complete metric measure space
with doubling measure µ and supports a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality. Let Cµ be
the best doubling constant for µ, and let Cp and λ be the data for the supported
Poincare´ inequality. Fix  > 0, and let V be a maximally -separated subset of
X. We make V into a discrete graph by defining neighbors as we did in Section
3.1. Since X is a separable space, it follows that V is also a separable space.
Thus, V is discrete, we may assume that V itself is countable, and denote its
points as follows: V = {v1, v2, . . . }. Let ψi : X → R and ϕi : X → R be defined
as they were in (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) from the discussion of partitions of unity.
That is, for each i ∈ N
ψi(x) := min
{
1,
dX(x,X\B(vi, 2))

}
and ϕi(x) :=
ψi(x)∑
vj∈V
ψj(x)
. (6.0.6)
We will use Bi as our notation for BX(vi, ). Notice that we suppress the
dependency of Bi on  in the notation. For any L-Lipschitz function f : X → R,
we will take f˜ to be defined by f˜(vi) := fBi . Notice that this is different from
the restriction of f to V. We prove this half of the main theorem with this
function since the two functions are comparable. We can easily see that for
v ∈ V,
f˜(v)− 2L ≤ f(v) ≤ f˜(v) + 2L,
by virtue of f being L-Lipschitz. Thus, this function suffices to prove our
inequality, as their limits will give the same values as  → 0. We make a
discrete convolution f : X → R that is defined as in (2.2.5). That is, we define
f as
f(x) :=
∑
i∈N
ϕi(x)fBi . (6.0.7)
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Recall the definition of Lip f from (6.0.1). Since we assume that X supports
a Poincare´ inequality, we will also assume that Lip f ∈ Lp(X), making f a
function in the Poincare´-Sobolev space P 1,p(X) discussed in Section 2.9.3. Let
x be in X. By the maximality of the set V, there exists a point vj ∈ V such
that dX(x, vj) ≤ . Since the Lip f(x) function is taken as a limit superior over
smaller radii of open balls, then we will assume that r is small enough such that
we may choose a point y ∈ X such that x ∈ BX(y, r) ⊂ BX(vj , ) = Bj . Using
the fact that ∑
i∈N
ϕi(x) ≡ 1
for all x ∈ X, we see that
|f(y)− f(x)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i∈N
ϕi(y)fBi −
∑
i∈N
ϕi(x)fBi
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i∈N
ϕi(y)fBi −
∑
i∈N
ϕi(x)fBi +
∑
i∈N
ϕi(x)fBj −
∑
i∈N
ϕi(y)fBj
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i∈N
(ϕi(y)− ϕi(x))(fBi − fBj )
∣∣∣∣∣ .
Since ϕi(x) = 0 for any x /∈ 2Bi, and our assumption about the location of y,
then instead of summing over all vi ∈ V, it suffices to sum over all vi such that
either dX(x, vi) < 2 or dX(y, vi) < 2. Notice that each point that satisfies
either of these conditions must satisfy dX(vi, vj) < 3 by the triangle inequality.
Recalling that each ϕi is a Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant C
4
µ/, it
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follows that
|f(y)− f(x)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i∈N
(ϕi(y)− ϕi(x))(fBi − fBj )
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
vi:vi∼vj
(ϕi(y)− ϕi(x))(fBi − fBj )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ C4µdX(x, y)
∑
vi:vi∼vj
|fBi − fBj |

= C4µdX(x, y)
∑
vi:vi∼vj
|f˜(vi)− f˜(vj)|

.
Dividing the left- and right-hand side of the above inequalities by dX(x, y), we
see that
|f(y)− f(x)|
dX(x, y)
≤ C4µ
∑
vi:vi∼vj
|f˜(vi)− f˜(vj)|

.
We see that the right-hand side of the above is independent of the selection
of y, and thus does not depend on r. Therefore, we may now say that
Lip f(x) = lim sup
r→0
sup
y∈B(x,r)
|f(y)− f(x)|
r
≤ C4µ|grad f˜(vj)|
for any vj ∈ V such that dX(vj , x) < .
Let BX(x, r) be a ball in X, such that r > 2. We define the metric dV
on V ⊂ X as we did in Section 3.1. When referring to balls with respect to
this new metric, we will use the notation BV . By Lemma A.4.1, we know
that X is L-quasiconvex, where L is a constant only depending on the data of
the Poincare´ inequality and the doubling constant of µ. Furthermore, we have
shown in Lemma 3.1.1 that if L is the quasiconvexity constant for X, then
1
L+ 1
dV ≤ dX ≤ 3dV
for any points in V. Recalling that {Bi}vi∈V is a cover of X, and that any
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point may only be in a uniformly bounded number of these balls, we see that
∫
B(x,r)
(Lip f)
p dµ ≤
∑
vi∈V∩BX(x,r+)
(∫
BX(vi,)
(Lip f)
p dµ
)
≤ C
∑
vi∈V∩BX(x,r+)
(∫
BX(vi,)
|grad f˜(vi)|pdµ
)
= C
∑
vi∈V∩BX(x,r+)
|grad f˜(vi)|pm(vi)
≤ C
∑
vi∈BV (vj ,(L+1)(r+2)
|grad f˜(vi)|pm(vi)
≤ C
∑
vi∈BV (vj ,3(L+1)r)
|grad f˜(vi)|pm(vi),
where the last line is valid since 2 < r. In the above, we note that vj is any
point in V such that dX(x, v0) < , and C is a constant that only depends on
Cµ and p.
We would now like to show that f is comparable to f so that we may take the
limit as → 0 and bound the ball energy of f by the graph energy on the right.
However, this would not guarantee that Lip f is comparable to Lip f . We will
instead show that f converges in the N
1,p(X) norm to f . By doing so, we will
see that Lip f will converge to Lip f in the L
p(X) norm, allowing us to use
such a convergence in the above bound. Recall from Section 2.7 that N1,p(X)
is the Sobolev class of functions made up of equivalence classes of functions
u ∈ Lp(X) that have a p-weak upper gradient ρu ∈ Lp(X). The norm of this
class is given by
||u||N1,p(X) = ||u||Lp(X) + ||ρu||Lp(X).
By the assumption that (X, dX , µ) is a complete and doubling metric measure
space, we may consider Lip f as the minimal upper gradient for f, and Lip f
as the weak upper gradient for f due to Lemma 2.6.3. To this end, we will
first verify that f converges to f in the L
p norm, and then show that f ∈
N1,p(X). Then we will verify that there is some subsequence such that a convex
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combination of the {Lip f} functions that converge to Lip f in the Lp norm.
To begin, we will show that f
Lp→ f . We see that
|f(x)− f(x)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i∈N
(fBi − f(x))ϕi(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∑
i∈N
|fBi − f(x)|ϕi(x).
Recall that ϕi(x) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ X, and that ϕi(x) = 0 if x /∈ 2Bi. Again fixing
vj ∈ V such that x ∈ Bvj , then we see the above sum only needs to be taken
over all balls such that 2Bi ∩ Bvj 6= ∅. Then we also see that every Bi with
this property also satisfies Bi ⊂ 5Bvj . Using these facts together, we continue
with the above inequalities:
∑
i∈N
|fBi − f(x)|ϕi(x) ≤
∑
i:2Bi∩Bvj 6=∅
|fBi − f(x)|
=
∑
i:2Bi∩Bv0 6=∅
−
∫
Bi
|f(y)− f(x)| dµ(y).
We now consider the Lp convergence of f to f .
∫
X
|f(x)− f(x)|p dµ(x) ≤
∑
i∈N
∫
Bi
|f(x)− f(x)|p dµ(x)
≤ C
∑
i∈N
∫
Bi
(
−
∫
5Bi
|f(y)− f(x)| dµ(y)
)p
dµ(x)
≤ C
∑
i∈N
∫
Bi
−
∫
5Bi
|f(y)− f(x)|p dµ(y)dµ(x)
≤ C
∑
i∈N
∫
Bi
(
−
∫
5Bi
|f(y)− f5Bi |pdµ(y) + |f5Bi − f(x)|p
)
dµ(x)
≤ C
∑
i∈N
(
µ(Bi)−
∫
5Bi
|f(y)− f5Bi |pdµ(y)
+µ(5Bi)−
∫
5Bi
|f(x)− f5Bi |pdµ(x)
)
.
Recalling that X supports a (1, p)−Poincare´ Inequality, and applying this fact
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to the above result, we see
∫
X
|f(x)− f(x)|p dµ(x) ≤ Crp
∑
i∈N
∫
5λBi
(Lip f)pdµ
≤ Crp
∫
X
(Lip f)pdµ. (6.0.8)
In the above, the average integrals disappeared since each of the integrals above
was multiplied by either µ(Bi) or µ(5Bi). Through the doubling property of µ,
it is clear that µ(Bi) and µ(5Bi) are comparable. While this may change the
value of C in the inequality, it does not change the result, which holds for some
constant C that depends only on Cµ and the data of the Poincare´ inequality.
Recall that we have Lip f ∈ Lp(X). Thus, the right-hand side of inequality
(6.0.8) goes to zero as r → 0, and we have that f → f in Lp(X). This, however,
does not imply that Lip f → Lip f . We will appeal to Mazur’s Lemma stated
in Lemma 2.5.3 to conclude there is a convex combination of a subsequence of
{f} that does converge to Lip f .
Let j = 2
−j . We now have a sequence of functions (fj ) in N1,p(X). If we can
verify that (fj ) is bounded in N
1,p(X), then by Mazur’s Lemma and Lemma
2.5.4, and because we have shown that f → f in Lp, we are able to state that
there is a subsequence of these functions whose upper gradients converge in the
N1,p norm. To this end, fix a ball Bj ⊂ X and suppose x ∈ Bj . For 0 < s < r
and y ∈ B(x, s), we see that
|f(x)− f(y)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i:x∈5Bi
(ϕi(y)− ϕi(x))(fBi − fBj )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ C
r
d(x, y)
∑
i:x∈5Bi
|fBi − fBj |
≤ C
r
d(x, y)
∑
i:x∈5Bi
(|fBi − f5Bi |+ |f5Bi − fBj |)
≤ Cs
r
d(x, y) sup
i:x∈5Bi
−
∫
5Bi
|f − f5Bi |dµ.
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Thus we have that
|f(y)− f(x)|
s
≤ C
r
sup
i:x∈5Bi
−
∫
5Bi
|f − f5Bi |dµ.
By taking the supremum over all y ∈ B(x, s), and then taking the limit superior
as s→ 0, we arrive at
Lip f(x) ≤ C
r
sup
i:x∈5Bi
−
∫
5Bi
|f − f5Bi |dµ.
With this in mind, and using the Poincare´ inequality on X, we now show that
fj is bounded in the L
p norm.
∫
X
(Lip fj )
pdµ ≤ C
∑
i∈N
∫
5Bi
(Lip fj )
pdµ(x)
≤ C
∑
i∈N
∫
5Bi
(
1
rp
(
sup
i:x∈5Bi
−
∫
5Bi
|f − f5Bi |dµ(y)
)p)
dµ(x)
≤ C
∑
i∈N
∫
5λBi
(Lip f(y))pdµ(y)
≤ C
∫
X
(Lip f)pdµ.
The above holds for every j , and so the sequence (Lip fj ) is bounded by∫
X(Lip f)
p dµ. Because f ∈ N1,p(X), then Lip f ∈ Lp(X), and our bound is
verified.
Since (fj ) is a bounded sequence in N
1,p(X), by passing to a subsequence
if necessary, we have that fj converges weakly in L
p(X) to f . By Mazur’s
Lemma we may form sequences (fˆj ) and (Lip fˆj ) of convex combinations of the
sequences (fj ) and (Lip fj ) respectively, such that (fˆj ,Lip fˆj ) is a function-
upper gradient pair for each j, such that fˆj → f in Lp(X) and Lip fˆj → Lip f
in Lp(X).
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Since we have that for all j > 0,
∫
B(x,r)
(Lip f)
pdµ ≤ C
∑
vi∈BV (v0,3(L+1)r)
|gradf˜(vi)|pm(vi).
Then by taking the limit inferior as j → 0, we arrive at
1
C
∫
B(x,r)
(Lip f)pdµ ≤ lim inf
j→0
∑
vi∈BVj (v0,3(L+1)r)
|gradf˜j (vi)|pm(vi),
where C only depends on the doubling constant and the data from the Poincare´
inequality on (X, dX , µ). Thus, the second inequality from Theorem 1.0.3 is
proven.
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Appendix A
Related material
A.1. Vitali covering theorem
Theorem A.1.1. (Vitali covering theorem). Let (X, d, µ) be a metric measure
space with doubling measure µ, and let A ⊂ X. For every covering B of A by
closed balls such that
inf{r : r > 0 and B(x, r) ∈ B} = 0
for each x ∈ A, there exists a pairwise disjoint subcollection C ⊂ B such that
µ
(
A\
⋃
B∈C
B
)
= 0.
This is actually not the Vitali covering theorem in the traditional sense.
Historically, it is not assumed that that the space (X, d, µ) has a doubling
measure (see [Vit08]). Instead, it is typically only required that the following
property is satisfied:
lim sup
r→0
µ(B(x, 2r))
µ(B(x, r))
<∞
for almost every x ∈ X. It is clear that any space with a doubling measure
satisfies this property. However, this is a weaker formulation than requiring a
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doubling measure. In this dissertation, we work with many doubling measures,
that satisfy the above condition.
A.2. Lebesgue differentiation theorem
The Lebesgue differentiation theorem is central to the advancement of analysis.
It can be seen as a method that applies to the general differentiation of measures.
Theorem A.2.1. (Lebesgue differentiation theorem). Let (X, d, µ) be a metric
measure space with doubling measure µ, and let f : X → R be a locally integral
function. Then for almost every x ∈ X, it is true that
lim
r→0
−
∫
B(x,r)
|f(y)− f(x)| dµ(y) = 0.
In particular,
lim
r→0
−
∫
B(x,r)
f(y) dµ(y) = f(x)
for almost every x ∈ X.
A.3. p-Modulus
Here we list some of the properties of the p-Modulus. First, we notice that
Modp(∅) = 0
since in this case, the function ρ ≡ 0 is a an admissible function, and all other
admissible functions must be nonnegative. It is also true that if Γ1 and Γ2 are
two families of curves such that Γ1 ⊂ Γ2, then it is true that
Modp(Γ1) ≤ Modp(Γ2).
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To see this fact, let ρ be an admissible function for the p-modulus of Γ2. Then
ρ must also be an admissible function for the p-modulus of Γ1. That is, the
class of admissible functions for Γ1 at least as small as the class of admissible
functions for Γ2. Since we then take the infimum over all such functions, then
the infimum over the larger set should less than or equation to the infimum of
the smaller set. The property then follows.
The modulus also has the property of subadditivity. That is, if {Γi}i∈N is a
collection of curve families, then
Modp
( ∞⋃
i=1
Γi
)
≤
∞∑
i=1
Modp(Γi).
If the right hand side if infinite, then the above inequality follows trivially. So,
we assume that it is finite. Let  > 0 be fixed, and for each i ∈ N let ρi be an
admissible function for Γi with the property that
∫
X
ρpi dµ ≤ Modp(Γi) +

2i
.
We now, define the function ρ : X → R in terms of the admissible ρi. Let
ρ(x) :=
( ∞∑
i=1
ρi(x)
p
)1/p
.
Since ρ ≥ ρi for each i, it is clear that ρ is a Borel function that is also admissible
for each Γi. We now see that
∫
X
ρp dµ ≤
∞∑
i=1
(
Modp(Γi) +

2i
)
=
∞∑
i=1
Modp(Γi) + .
Since  is an arbitrary choice, then we may conclude that
Modp
( ∞⋃
i=1
Γi
)
≤
∞∑
i=1
Modp(Γi),
as desired. Thus given a metric measure space (X, d, µ), we see that Modp is
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an outer measure on the collection of curve families on X.
A.4. Poincare´ inequalities
Theorem A.4.1. Every complete and doubling metric measure space that sup-
ports a Poincare´ inequality is quasiconvex. The quasiconvexity constant depends
only on the doubling constant of the measure and the data associated with the
Poincare´ inequality.
Proof. Let X be a complete and doubling metric measure space that supports
a (1, p)-Poincare´ inequality, with p ≥ 1. Fix a point x ∈ X. For a given integer
k ≥ 1, a finite sequence of points x = x0, x1, . . . , x` = y is said to be a k-chain
from x to y if d(xi+1, xi) ≤ 1/k for each 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1. Let Ux be the set of
all points y ∈ X such that there exists a k-chain from x to y. Notice that Ux
is open, and also that X\Ux is open. Since X supports a Poincare´ inequality,
then X is connected. As a result, either Ux = X or X\Ux = X. Since x ∈ X,
then it is clear that X = Ux. Define a function uk : X → [0,∞) by setting
uk(y) := inf
l−1∑
i=0
d(xi+1, xi),
where the infimum is taken over all k-chains from x to y. Then uk is 1-Lipschitz
in every ball of radius at most 1/k, so that the constant functions ρ ≡ 1 is an
upper gradient of uk. By Proposition 2.10.1, and the fact that uk(x) = 0, we
see that
uk(y) ≤ Cd(x, y)
[
Mλd(x,y)ρ
p(x) +Mλd(x,y)ρ
p(y)
]1/p ≤ Cd(x, y)
whenever y ∈ X, where C > 0 depends only on the data in the hypotheses.
Since uk is continuous, every point is a Lebesgue point of uk. Fix y ∈ X
such that y 6= x. Choose, for each integer k ≥ max{1, 2/d(x, y)}, a k-chain
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x = xk,0, xk,1, . . . , xk,l(k) = y such that
l(k)−1∑
i=0
d(xk,i+1, xk,i) ≤ 2uk(y) ≤ 2Cd(x, y),
where C > 0 is as above, and that
max{d(xk,i−1, xk,i), d(xk,i, xk,i+1)} ≥ 1/2k
for each i = 1, 2, . . . , l(k)− 1. It can be easily computed that
d(x, y) ≤ l(k)
k
≤ 10Cd(x, y)
for large enough k. Let L := 2Cd(x, y), k := L/l(k), and let
Nk := {0, k, 2k, . . . (l(k)− 1)k, L}} ⊂ [0, L]
be an k net in [0, L]. Then is it easily seen that
1
5k
≤ k ≤ 2C
k
for large k. Thus, the map γk : Nk → X, defined by γk(ik) := xk,i is 5-Lipschitz
for large k. This sequence, (γk), will give rise to a 5-Lipschitz map γ : D → X
defined on a dense subset D ⊂ [0, L]. To construct γ, we note that the image
of each γk lies in a compact subset of X, since X is proper. Let
Dn := {m2−nL : m = 0, 1, . . . , 2n}
be the set of all dyadic points in [0, L] at the level n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . We set
γ(0) = x and γ(L) = y. Let z = L/2. There is a subsequence of γk1 , γk2 , . . . of
the sequence (γk) such that for some points zkj ∈ Nkj we have both zkj → z and
γkj (zkj ) → wz ∈ K. We set γ(z) = wz. The element wz is independent of the
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subsequence since each element is 5-Lipschitz. We now have that γ : D1 → X
is 5-Lipschitz. By using appropriate subsequences of (γkj ), we may define γ(z)
for points z ∈ D2\D1 to obtain a Lipschitz map γ : D2 → X. Continuing in
this manner, we arrive at a 5-Lipschitz map γ : D → X, where D = ∪nDn. The
theorem is proven once this map is extended to a 5-Lipschitz map on [0, L].
A.5. Principle of uniform boundedness
Theorem A.5.1. If {Tα : α ∈ A} is a collection of bounded linear operators
from a Banach space V into a normed space W , where A is an indexing set,
and if
sup
α∈A
|Tα(v)| <∞
for each v ∈ V , then
sup
α∈A
|Tα| <∞.
Proof. Suppose that for every x in X that
sup
α∈A
|T (x)|W <∞.
For every n ∈ N, let
Xn = {x ∈ X : sup
α∈A
|T (x)|W ≤ n}.
Then, each Xn is a closed set, and by assumption
⋃
n∈N
Xn = X 6= ∅.
By the Baire category theorem for the non-empty complete metric space X,
there exists m such that Xm has non-empty interior. That is, there exist x0 ∈
Xm and  > 0 such that
B(x0, ) ⊂ Xm.
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Let v ∈ X with ||v|| ≤ 1 and fix Tα. Then
|Tα(v)| = −1|Tα(x0 + v)− Tα(x0)|
≤ −1(|Tα(x0 + v)|+ |Tα(x0)|
≤ −1(m+m).
Taking the supremum over v in the unit ball of X, it follows that
sup
α∈A
|Tα| ≤ 2−1m <∞
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